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The complete and uncut collection of the “Temptation Island” series, by Anya Merchant.When
Luke decides to take a relaxing vacation with the woman who raised him and the girl he grew up
with, fate decides to bring them together in hot and forbidden ways. After their plane goes down
over the Pacific Ocean, they find themselves stranded on a desert island. As the only man to
have survived the crash, Luke finds it achingly hard to deal with his powerful and primal urges,
which only intensify as the group begins to discover the true nature of their predicament.Will
Luke be able to resist until rescue arrives, or will he end up at the center of his own taboo
tropical harem?

From BooklistMultitalented and prolific Codrescu—author, translator, anthologist, and NPR
commentator for 30-plus years—gathers poems spanning four decades, including nearly 50
new works, in this robust and rollicking collection. His brief, vivid introductions to selected poems
from seven previous books and nine chapbooks provide a running autobiography of his life in
America after leaving Romania and arriving here in 1966 at age 19. A young poet hungry for life,
freedom, and art, Codrescu began writing in English, won the Big Table Award for his first book,
License to Carry a Gun (1970), and continued to write his brash, jazzy, knowing, witty, and
caring poetry about love, war, hypocrisy, creativity, 9/11, financial disasters, New Orleans,
geopolitics, and social media. Codrescu writes, “I’ve always looked for joy as a pretext to write,”
but inevitably, fear, anger, and sorrow also serve as muses, and it is his ironic and nimble
juxtaposing of light and dark that fuels his poetic imagination. Matching reportorial detail with
surreal imagery, Codrescu critiques himself and the world with an exile’s measuring vision,
bracing irreverence, and unwavering candor and regard. --Donna SeamanReviewIncluded in
2013 National Book Award Longlist!Entertainment Weekly, included in "Must List" (2012 Year-
end issue, tablet version)"For Codrescu, culture is no more nor less than the whole, and poetry
its most faithful handmaiden. In a world where poetry is still often considered a highbrow
pastime and a relic of a former cultural era, Codrescu’s exceptionally varied writing and career
represent a kind of home run for poets and poetry everywhere."—Recours au
Poeme"Codrescu’s distinctive, playful, and iconoclastic work has always gone its own way. . . .
[his] work stands as a distinctive chapter in the story of the New York School, and contemporary
American poetry more broadly."—Locus Solus: The New York School of Poets"[O]ccasionally, as
one grows older, it’s time to tell it like it is. That, in any case, is the 'bridge work' of the new
poems in this impressive collection, and it is surely the case that for Codrescu, 'parentheses not
closed.'"—Marjorie Perloff, Los Angeles Review of Books“One of our most prodigiously talented
and magical writers.” —New York Times Book Review"If Codrescu's poetry has represented to
some extent a mordant or ironic paen of the schizophrene, this observer has loved it. By



providing this illogical logic, often using a surrealist lens, Codrescu illumines just how fractured
our lives have become. He does so with a deft painterly touch. . . . In this new and selected book
of poems, Codrescu is still one of our most skilled interlocutors and he sings above the abyss
skillfully."—Best American Poetry"So Recently Rent a World is a book rich in poetry and
history. . . ingeniously organized."—BODY"So Recently Rent a World gathers new poems and
selections from the 16 books of verse that Codrescu has published since arriving in the U.S. as a
teen refuge from communist Romania...'So Recently Rent a World let me to put a period on four
decades writing and the old culture that the writing reflected."—The Times-Picayune"Andrei
Codrescu is today the great American poet of intercultural encounter, absolutely exceptional in
his capacity to elucidate with analytical power, emotional sensitivity, and lyric force the most
revealing points of tension between ethical and imaginative perceptions in a world under the
gun. With sympathy for eruptions against authority, Codrescu has infused child-man rebellion
and passionate desire into the many poems of self-recollection that are now presented with
incisive comment and context in this 408 page collection entitled So Recently Rent a World:
New and Selected Poems: 1968-2012."—The Bacon Review"Since his emigration from
Romania in the late 1960s, his work has lodged itself in the poetic consciousness of both
America and Europe for its sheer edges – its energy, its voice, its deft wit, and like all great
dadaists, at heart, he is the hardest of realists, a man who cannot lie to himself above all others,
in his poetry or in his ebullient criticism, journalism and collected writing." —Poetry
International"For Codrescu, culture is no more nor less than the whole, and poetry its most
faithful handmaiden. In a world where poetry is still often considered a highbrow pastime and a
relic of a former cultural era, Codrescu’s exceptionally varied writing and career represent a kind
of home run for poets and poetry everywhere." —Recours au Poeme"Codrescu’s distinctive,
playful, and iconoclastic work has always gone its own way. . . . [his] work stands as a distinctive
chapter in the story of the New York School, and contemporary American poetry more broadly."
—Locus Solus: The New York School of PoetsAbout the AuthorHeavyweight Champion Poet,
essayist, novelist, screenwriter, and world-class raconteur, Andrei Codrescu was born in Sibiu,
Romania in 1946, and immigrated to the United States in 1966. Author, translator, and
anthologist of more than thirty-five books, Codrescu has edited the literary magazine Exquisite
Corpse, and his provocative commentary is featured regularly on National Public Radio’s All
Things Considered. His honors include the Peabody Award for his film Road Scholar, the
international Ovidius Prize, the ACLU Freedom of Speech Award, as well as a National
Endowment for the Arts fellowship for poetry. Codrescu currently resides in Arkansas, while
continuing to serve as MacCurdy Distinguished Professor of English at Louisiana State
University.Read more
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Temptation Island: The Complete CollectionByAnya MerchantCopyright © 2015 by Anya
MerchantAll rights reservedKindle EditionThis is a work of fiction. All names, characters, places
and incidents either are products of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any
resemblance to actual events or persons is entirely coincidental. This work is intended for adults
only. It contains substantial sexually explicit language and scenes that may be considered
offensive by some readers. None of the characters engaging in sexual conduct in this work of
fiction are under the age of 18, legally unable to give consent, or related by
blood.CONTENTSTITLE PAGECHAPTER 1CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 4CHAPTER
5CHAPTER 6CHAPTER 7CHAPTER 8CHAPTER 9CHAPTER 10CHAPTER 11CHAPTER
12CHAPTER 13CHAPTER 14CHAPTER 15CHAPTER 16CHAPTER 17CHAPTER
18CHAPTER 19CHAPTER 20CHAPTER 21CHAPTER 22CHAPTER 23CHAPTER
24CHAPTER 25CHAPTER 1“Hurry Luke! They just started boarding our section!”Luke was bent
over, stuffing his phone into his carryon bag as the crowd of airline passengers around him
surged towards the connecting hallway. His older step sister, Jennifer, stood next to him. His
step mom, Tessa, was a little ahead of them in line.“Alright, alright, just making sure I have
everything. “ Luke stood up and shouldered his bag. He checked to make sure that he had his
ticket in his front pocket, and then walked towards the attendant standing behind the desk. She
took a look at his ticket, and then his sister’s, and waved them both forward.“I’m glad that you
could make it, after all,” said Jen. “With your dad having to bow out for his business trip at the last
second, it would have been really boring with just me and mom.”“Are you kidding?” Luke smiled
at her. “A vacation to Fiji is not something I could live with missing out on, not ever. I’m going to
relax and enjoy the sun, and hopefully have enough fun to last me through the rest of senior
year.”Jen smiled back at him. The fall had been rough for Luke, both academically and
personally. He’d been struggling to keep his grades up, and the balance between homework and
exams left little time left for him to have much of a social life.“Glad to hear it! You’re welcome to
join me on the beach, little bro. It’s probably where I’ll be for most of the trip.”Jen had been Luke’s
step sister for as long as he could remember. His dad had married her mom, Tessa, when he
was three and she was seven. The two had been at each other throats for most of their early
childhood, but by the time that Luke had turned fourteen, their relationship had changed
dramatically.His sister was a rather attractive girl, though Luke did his best not to notice. She had
nicely sized breasts and a toned butt, both of which had been torture for him as he went through
puberty. Luke had entered high school the year after she had left, but the two of them were still
close for most of their teens, closer than typical siblings, with a strange, flirtatious flair to their
relationship.“I might just do that, sis.” Luke stepped out of the covered connecting hall and onto
the airplane. He and his sister had been near the back of the line, and most of the seats in their
section were already full.Luke reached his aisle, the same one that his mom, Tessa, was seated
in. She smiled at him, and patted the spot next to her.“Right here honey,” she said. “And you can



stick your carry-on bag in the compartment above.”Luke nodded, and put his bag away. He was
all the way over against the window, and his mom stood up and shifted so he could get by. His
body brushed against hers as he moved towards his spot, and Luke was again reminded by
something he had spent all of the years since reaching sexual maturity trying not to notice.Tessa
was a bombshell of a woman. She had large breasts, a perfect hourglass figure, and a face that
rivalled the models that would snag the front covers of glamour magazines worldwide. She was
in her late thirties, and managed to be both a loving wife to Luke’s dad and a doting mother to
him, without forcing herself into either role or having to exert extra effort.Luke remembered very
little of his life before Tessa and Jen had become a part of it. They were exactly what he and his
dad needed, the feminine half of the family that made everything work. But for Luke, having them
around, especially during his hormonal teenage years, had been a very confusing and at times,
tempestuous experience.“I brought some ginger candies, in case you get air sick, sweetie.”
Tessa smiled at him and rifled through her purse.“Thanks mom, I’m alright for now though,”
replied Luke. “I’ll let you know if I need one.”The final few people settled into their seats, and a
stewardess began walking down the aisle, helping out a few stragglers with their seatbelts.
Tessa did a double take when she saw her, and then reached over and tugged on the woman’s
sleeve.“Mia, is that you?”The woman turned and looked at them. She was attractive in much the
same way that his mom was and around the same age, but with short hair and a slightly plumper
figure. She looked surprised to see Tessa, and a huge smile spread across her face.“Oh my god,
Tessa!” The stewardess completely abandoned her seat belt explanation responsibilities, and
instead wrapped Luke’s mom into a tight hug.“Jeez, it’s been what…ten, fifteen years?” asked
Tessa.“Far too long, that’s for sure.” Mia pulled back and shook her head in disbelief. “How have
you been?”“I’ve been good, really good. This is my step son, Luke.” Tessa gestured to him and
Luke reached his hand across her to shake Mia’s hand. “My daughter is in the row over there…
We have to catch up soon!”“I’ll be in Fiji for the night,” said Mia. “Let’s find time to grab
drinks!”Another stewardess was looking over at Mia disapprovingly, and she scampered away
from Tessa and further down the aisle. Luke couldn’t help but sneak a peek at her butt as she
walked off, wiggling it from side to side with each step.“Wow, small world,” said Tessa. “I never
expected to run into Mia, here of all places. We fell out of touch right after college, but we used to
be best friends!”“That’s awesome, mom,” said Luke.The head stewardess did one final check to
make sure that everyone was buckled in, and then Luke heard the sound of the pilot over the
intercom. He explained the basics of their flight plan and inflight regulations, and then the plane
began to move, creeping along the runway into the takeoff position.Luke felt his mom bring her
hand to a rest on his thigh. She had been a bit of a nervous flier in the past, and it looked as
though this time would be no exception. Tessa rubbed back and forth on his leg, which he was
fine with, until her fingers began to draw dangerously close to a very sensitive part of his
body.“Uh, mom…” he whispered.“Sorry honey, you know how I get on planes.” Tessa rubbed
some more and this time her palm glided right across Luke’s cock, sending a wave of pleasure
up and through his body.“It will be, uh, fine mom.” Luke smiled at her and tried to move his



mom’s hand back over to her lap, but she kept it right where it was. She looked like she was
totally unaware of the fact that she was rubbing her son’s crotch, and continued doing it absent
mindedly in the same way a nervous person might fidget their leg.“Oh, here we go!” The plane
began to lurch forward, and Tessa’s hand gripped Luke’s leg, along with the top half of his semi
rigid member.“Yeah mom, here we go.”The sun was bright in the sky, affording Luke a fantastic
view of the ground below as the plane slowly gained altitude. He tried to focus on it and distract
himself from the repetitive motion of his mom’s hand. It didn’t work, and gradually, his cock
became fully and embarrassingly erect. Tessa was chatting with Jen, oblivious to the fact that
she had wrapped her fingers around her son’s cock and was slowly jerking him off.“We should
be fine now that we’re up in the sky, mom,” said Jen.“Yeah of course, I know.” Tessa slowly
pumped her hand up and down, and Luke felt the pleasure infecting his body like a virus.“All of
those planes you see in the news are outliers, mom,” said Jen. “We’ll be in Fiji before you know it,
right Luke?”“Oh yeah, we’ll be there really soon.” Luke struggled to speak in an even voice. He
was embarrassed and ashamed of what was happening, and hoped that it would go away if he
just ignored it.“I bought a new bikini just for the beach!” said Tessa. “I’m not sure if I’m going to
wear it, though.”“Why not mom?” asked Jen.Tessa smiled, and Luke began to feel like there was
only so much more he could take.“It’s pretty revealing, you’ll see if I do end up putting it on.”
Tessa’s voice sounded hot, and seductive. “It shows off a lot, and the top…When I tried it on in
the store I felt like my breasts were going to pop right out of it.”“I have to go to the bathroom!”
Luke shot up out of his seat and hunched over to hide his erection as he slid by his mom. The
truth was a little more severe than what he’d said. If his mom had kept rubbing and talking the
way she was, he was sure that he’d have cum in his pants.“Honey, remember, I have ginger
candies if you need one!” Tessa called to him as he made his way down the aisle.Luke opened
the door to the stall and shut it behind him. His cock ached, and it was embarrassing for him to
think about the fact that it was because of his mother’s touch. Luke had worked hard to bury all
of the illicit emotions and urges that he had felt during puberty related to his mom and sister, and
now it felt like they’d decided to reemerge in full force.They were such gorgeous women, and try
as he might, Luke couldn’t stop himself from being excited at the prospect of being on vacation
with them. They’d go to the beach together, and he’d see them in their bikinis. Maybe if he
pitched it to them the right way, they could even find a nude beach to spend a day at.Luke
realized that he was pumping his cock with his hand as the thoughts went through his head, and
suddenly felt disgusting. He loved his mom and Jen, and they deserved better than a pervert for
a brother and son. He tried to calm himself down, but his cock remained rock hard, almost
painful in its need for release.“Is everything okay in there?” Mia, Tessa’s friend and the airplane’s
stewardess, knocked on the bathroom door as she called out to him. Luke realized that he’d
been in the bathroom for quite a while, and began to panic. He jumped up and banged into one
of the airplane’s walls in his rush to cover himself up.“Uh, yes, everything’s fine!”“Your mom gave
me this to give to you…” The door opened, and Mia’s face popped through. All Luke could do
was turn to her, blushing bright red with his cock out and at the ready. He watched as she held



her hand up to her mouth and slowly locked her eyes onto it. Surprisingly, the sides of her lips
pulled up into a very naughty looking smile.What came next was even more surprising. A hollow
bang sounded from the side of the airplane, loud enough to catch Luke and Mia off guard. As
they both turned to look in the direction that it came from, everything changed in an
instant.Suddenly, Luke was spinning. The stall had flipped upside down, and Mia wasn’t there
anymore. Luke was in the air, crashing against the walls and ceiling and still struggling to get his
pants up. He finally managed to, but the action did little to abate the terror coursing through
him.The entire section that he was in crashed down hard, stunning him. He was forced back into
awareness of what was going on by water rushing in through the open door of the stall. All Luke
could do was swim forward, a sickening feeling taking root in his stomach.CHAPTER 2“Mom!
Jen!”The water around Luke was still, and the sun was high in the sky. It was a sharp contrast to
the cyclone of emotions raging inside of him. He had been in the plane, and things had been
fine, and then without any warning, everything had been torn apart.There was only the single
piece of the wreckage that he had come down in nearby. The bathroom stall was mostly
underwater by this point, clearly not designed originally with floatation in mind. Luke was a good
swimmer, and he had no trouble keeping his head above water, but it took energy, and he knew
he could only keep it up for so long.Luckily, there was something that promised hope on the
horizon. A small island, with white sand beaches, palm trees, thick jungle foliage, and a tall
mountainous outcropping, was jutting out of the water no more than a kilometer away from
him.“Mom! Jen! Can you hear me?” Luke shouted into the distance one final time before he
began swimming. If he had survived the crash, then they could have too. He repeated it almost
like a mantra inside his head, hoping and praying that it was actually true.He could taste the salt
of the water on his lips, and feel it stinging his eyes as he methodically began to crawl stroke his
way across the short expanse of sea in between him and the island. Luke’s arms began to tire
much more quickly than he had expected, and for a moment, a small kernel of panic manifested
within his chest.Luke focused on his breathing, and pictured the faces of his mom and sister in
his mind. They were there on the island, waiting for him. He forced himself to believe it, and with
every foot forward he swam, his doubts faded a little more.The ocean was shallow enough for
him to stand in within a couple hundred feet of the shore. Luke breathed a sigh of relief and felt
waves crashing into the back of his neck as he continued forward in safety.The water was
crystalline, and he was amazed by the amount of life he could see swimming in it. There were
crabs, oysters, tiny fish swimming around his feet, bigger fish off a small distance to either side
of him, and oceanic vegetation sprouting up out of the sea floor.Luke’s body felt heavy as he
made his way across the last few feet to the dry shore. He had on a t-shirt and a pair of jeans,
and both of them were completely soaked. He coughed, and fell to his knees on the clean white
sand, sputtering up water that he hadn’t realized that he’d swallowed.He felt fortunate, but also
guilty. Survivor’s guilt, that was something he’d read about before online. The only thing that had
saved his life had been the fact that he’d been in the bathroom at the time of the crash. And just
thinking about the reason why he had been in the bathroom made him feel ashamed, and then



even more guilty.Luke’s shoes were completely water logged, and he took them off, along with
his socks. The sand was warm against his feet, and for a moment, he was almost able to pretend
that he’d made it to Fiji after all.The beach went onto the island for about a hundred feet before
turning into grass and jungle foliage. Beyond that, he could see a large hill, which was crowned
by a series of high cliffs. To either side, the beach looked like it stretched on indefinitely, curving
around the island at the corner. Luke began to walk down it, wondering if he’d be able to find
anyone else from the plane.His feet sunk into the sand with every step. Luke was expecting to
find signs of human inhabitance, but there were no campfires or discarded bottles, like he was
so used to seeing on the beaches back home.After about ten minutes of walking, Luke heard
something that made his heart race. It was laughter, a woman’s laughter. He ran forward, feeling
the uncooperative sand shifting underneath his feet. As he turned around the corner of the
beach, he saw someone.It was Mia. She was sitting on the sand in her stewardess uniform,
running her hands across the beach and staring into the ocean. Luke sprinted over to her as
quickly as he could.“Mia! You’re alive!” Luke threw his arms around the woman. Even though he
barely knew her, it didn’t matter. She was breathing, and proof that there could still be more
people who had made it through the crash okay.“Luke, hey!” Mia hugged him tightly back. “I’m so
glad!”“Don’t worry Mia, there will be a search, and they’ll see where the plane went down, and in
no time they’ll find this island!” Luke pulled back and stared into her eyes as he spoke, doing his
best to put on a brave, reassuring face.“Oh god, I hope they don’t,” said Mia. She looked
pensively up into the sky, and then back out to the sea.“Wait…what?”“I really hope they don’t
find us.”Luke couldn’t believe what he was hearing. He studied Mia’s face for traces of shock, or
confusion, but found nothing. She looked entirely serious, and smiled at him coyly with her
luscious lips.“Mia…we’re stranded on this island,” said Luke. “I…I think we’re the only ones
here.”Mia stood up. There was a tear in the bottom of her stewardess’s uniform, and Luke felt his
eyes being drawn to it hungrily. He forced himself to look away, feeling as though it was neither
the time nor the place to be indulging in his horniness.“Luke, I’ve worked for the airlines for more
than a decade now.” Mia spoke in the voice of a liberated woman, free and ready to live her life.
“I’ve been wishing for something like this to happen, praying for it to happen, actually, for years.
Do you know how repetitive the work of being an airline attendant is?”“Mia…” Luke could only
stare at her, dumbfounded. She reached over and tussled his hair, and then began pulling her
top up an over her head. Luke blushed and looked away again.“I’m going for a swim, you should
join me.” Mia leaned in close to him and spoke quietly in her ear, letting her hot breath tease his
sensitive neck. “We’re alive, and on a beautiful island, Luke. Let’s have some fun, and enjoy
ourselves.”She continued undressing, pulling her skirt and stockings off. Luke finally found
himself unable to resist, and looked over at her. Mia was an insanely attractive woman, with nice
hips and big breasts, and clad only in her underwear, little was left to the imagination. Luke felt
his cock stirring in his pants, and Mia took the opportunity to tease him even further, leaning over
him and letting her big boobs rub across his chest.“You should come in the water with me, Luke.”
She took her hand and rubbed it along his thigh, and then along his cock. Unlike what had



happened before with his mom, Luke could tell that it was deliberate. “I know I’m a little older
than you Luke, but if it’s just the two of us, we should have fun together.”Luke nodded slowly,
despite himself. He knew that the situation they were in was serious, and he knew that they
should be looking for other survivors, but something about the woman’s devil may care attitude
and seductive nature was drawing him in. Luke didn’t want to work, he wanted to play.He took off
his own shirt, and heard Mia giggle as he started to unzip his jeans.“Nice, I like that youthful
eagerness,” said Mia. “You certainly had a bit of that in the bathroom on the plane…Do you
always get a boner when you fly?”“That, I mean, that was…” Luke was at a loss for how to
explain, at least without admitting to the embarrassing accident that had happened with his
mom. He felt his cheeks heating up, and heard Mia giggle some more.“Come on, big boy, let’s hit
the waves!” She took off into the ocean, breasts and butt bouncing with every step. Luke
followed after her, feeling his cock beginning to grow hard with anticipation.The water was warm,
the perfect temperature for swimming. Mia dove under, and resurfaced right next to him. The
material that her bra was made out of was white and thin, and it instantly became see-through as
the moisture soaked into it.Luke couldn’t help but stare at her. She looked a lot like his mom,
though her personality was much more unpredictable, and playful. He slowly drew closer to Mia,
feeling his cock throb inside his boxers as he drank in her near nakedness with his eyes.“Mia…”
Luke said. “You’re really…gorgeous.”“Yeah? What are you going to do about it?” The older
woman pushed herself up against him, and began to stroke Luke’s cock with her hand. It felt so
good, and suddenly his lips were against hers.It was as though the proverbial dam had burst. All
of the horniness and desire that Luke had accumulated over the course of the day came to the
surface. He groped at Mia’s butt and breasts, feeling their softness and growing even more
turned on.She let out a catlike growl, and bit his bottom lip softly. There was a smile on her face,
and it only grew wider as Luke fumbled with the clasp of her bra.“Is this what you want, Luke?”
Mia reached behind her and undid it for him, and then slowly pulled the fabric of her bra down,
creating a miniature strip tease for him as her nipples popped into view.“Oh wow, Mia…” Luke
grabbed her by the waist and began to grind his package into her stomach.“Oh boy, I forgot just
how much fun younger guys can be,” said Mia. “Come on, over here.”Mia held her bra in one
hand and Luke’s cock in the other. She led him onto the beach, and up to where the sand
stopped and the grass began. She slowly lied down on a dense patch of vegetation, spreading
her legs and pulling Luke into her.He whipped out his cock in a rush, and then slipped Mia’s
panties down. She had a nice patch of well-trimmed and maintained bush, still wet from the
water. Luke pushed the head of his cock into her pussy, feeling it enter her easily.“Oh god, yes,
Luke!” moaned Mia. “Fuck me senseless, Luke! Fuck me!”Luke was ready to oblige her. He
grabbed at one of her breasts and sucked on the nipple on the other side with his lips as he
began thrusting into her, feeling pleasure sweep over her cock as he began to pump in and out
of her wet, warm cunt.All of the stress and panic Luke had felt in the aftermath of the crash was
swept out of his mind. All he could think about was the gorgeous naked woman underneath him,
and her curvy, well-endowed body. Her breasts bounced back and forth as he pumped his meat



inside of her, dancing to the rhythm of the sex.“Oh Mia!” said Luke. “You feel so fucking
good!”“That’s right Luke, show me how good I feel!” Mia was biting her lip and looking up at him
seductively. “Show me what you can do, young man!”Luke’s thoughts were completely wrapped
up in the moment. Mia was a fox of a woman, the stewardess that all of the horny men on the
plane were undressing with their eyes and dreaming about midflight. She was also one of his
mom’s old friends, a woman connected to him in a way that made their carnal coupling all the
more forbidden, and illicit.Luke was slamming his cock into her by this point. Her breasts were
big, more than enough to feel substantial underneath his palms as he used them for leverage to
fuck her even harder. Mia tensed up suddenly, and let out a loud, passionate cry. There was no
need for restraint, not anymore.After a couple more thrusts, Luke could feel his own orgasm
approaching. There was a strange voice in the back of his head, either the voice of reason, or
the voice of reality, and it was telling him that he should pull out, and finish on her stomach, or on
her tits.Luke didn’t listen to it. He banged his cock a few more times deep inside Mia, and then
pushed it as deep into her cunt as it would go as he began to explode. His cum blasted deep
inside of her, and so much of it came out that it began to overflow around the edges of her folds.
The pleasure of the orgasm was almost too intense for Luke to handle, and he collapsed onto
the grass next to Mia.It was several minutes before either of them said anything. The situation at
hand slowly came back into Luke’s awareness. Survival was what they needed to be focused on,
not sex. He repeated the phrase in his head, but as Mia rolled over towards him, her naked
breasts and cum filled pussy on full display, it was almost meaningless.“We should…probably
keep looking around.” Luke spoke timidly, and felt himself blushing again, though he didn’t know
why. Mia nodded to him, and then stood up.“Sure thing, Luke. You lead and I’ll follow.”CHAPTER
3“What did you see when the plane went down?”Luke was pulling his jeans back on, and looked
over at Mia. She had clasped her bra and was wiggling into her tight stewardess outfit.“Well,
other than you and your, uh, hard problem…not all that much.” Mia smiled at him. Luke was
starting to get the sense that she enjoyed teasing him, or more accurately put, torturing him.“It
felt like the plane just ripped into a bunch of pieces,” said Luke. “How can something like that
happen? Aren’t there tests that are done before takeoff for this kind of thing?”“Of course there
are!” Mia glared at him, as though she had taken his comment personally. Luke met her gaze,
and then felt his eyes being drawn down to her breasts, which were dotted with cute, pink
nipples that were still visible through the wet fabric of her bra.“I mean, I just want to understand
what happened,” said Luke. “It didn’t feel like I even fell for that long before I hit the water…and
the plane, it was in the air for less than an hour, right? How are we this far out in the
ocean?”“Well if we can find the pilot, I’m sure you can ask him what’s going on,” said Mia. She
pulled on her top, and then dusted sand off her skirt.Luke pulled on his own shirt, and then
looked further down the beach. There was no sign of anyone or anything other than sand, palm
trees, and the ocean ahead. He sighed, and then walked over to Mia.“This whole situation has
put me into such a strange mood.” She smiled at him, and then stepped in close, whispering into
his ear. “Your mom would throw a fit if she knew what I did to you.”Luke was silent for a moment.



A heavy burden hung over his heart, and thinking about his mom and his sister only made it
harder to deal with. Mia picked up on his mood shift, and rubbed his shoulder.“Sweetie, it will be
fine,” she said. “I’m sure that they washed up on the shore just like we did. We just have to find
them.”Luke nodded, and then started walking down the beach.“You’re right,” he said. “We should
get going.”He headed down the beach, and Mia followed him. Both of them had foregone their
shoes in favor of walking barefoot. Their feet continued to sink into the hot sand with every step,
but it felt good, and reminded Luke that at the very least, they were on dry ground.They made
small talk about their lives back in the United States as they went. Mia had a degree in
philosophy, but had done little with it after leaving college. She worked fulltime as a stewardess,
and from the way she spoke and words she used to describe it, Luke could tell that she hated it.
Luke brought up his own academic life, and he could tell from the look on Mia’s face that she
was a little surprised by just how young he was.“So wait, you’re still in high school?” Mia looked
at him incredulously, as if she was hoping that he was lying or exaggerating.“Yep. I just turned
18, and am headed into the last semester of my senior year.”“Oh wow…Well, I guess it’s too late
for me to judge you on that now.” Mia’s long black hair was mostly dry, and she ran her fingers
through it and pulled it behind her.Luke heard a noise from up ahead, something that stood out
from the crashing of the waves and the calls of the insects and birds in the jungle. He walked
faster, and then broke into a run as he rounded a bend on the beach and saw two people that he
recognized on the shore in the distance.“Mom! Jen!” Luke was sprinting as fast as he could as
he made his way over to his beloved family members. Jen ran to meet him, and threw herself
onto her brother, hugging him tightly and laughing hysterically.“Luke! You’re okay! This is a
miracle!” Jen had tears of happiness streaming down her face, and Luke jumped up and down
on the sand with her, elated by the turn of events.He glanced over Jen’s shoulders at his mom,
and felt his face flush hot red. Tessa had not moved to greet him, and after taking one look at
her, he could immediately see why. His mom was smiling at him, but also blushing fiercely. She
was completely naked, and making a rather poor and strangely arousing attempt to preserve her
modesty, covering her boobs and crotch with her hands.“I’m so happy that you’re alive, sweetie,”
she said. “I can’t get up though…My clothes, the waves washed them away.”“Oh uh, that’s fine,
mom.” Luke suddenly felt incredibly awkward. He realized that his cock was getting
embarrassingly hard at the scene, and it pushed against his sister’s body, still tight against him.“I
made it, too,” said Mia. “Don’t worry, Tess. We’ll figure something out to get you covered up.”“Mia!
Oh, this is better than I could have hoped for!” Tessa stood up, and Luke got a quick, illicit glance
of her breasts. Jen coughed loudly and elbowed him, and he forced himself to turn away before
getting a chance to see anything more.“Have the two of you seen anyone else from the plane?”
Mia asked. Luke stared into the jungle and tried to keep his hormones under control, and his
mind off the fact that his naked mother was just feet away from him. All he had to do was turn
around, and he could see her, in all of her forbidden, exposed naked glory.“No, we haven’t,” said
Jen. “I just found my mom a couple of minutes ago. I…I saw some of the people go down with it…
into the ocean.”“Wait, what do you mean?” Luke was finally unable to resist turning around,



joining the conversation and letting his eyes get a glimpse of Tessa. She was still naked and only
barely managing to hold her big tits in check inside of an arm bra, but Mia and Jen had
positioned themselves in front of her, mostly obscuring his view.“Luke…The plane broke in half,”
she said. “The section that I was in was upside down when it hit the water. I thought I was the
only one who managed to get out before it flooded.”“I saw you go,” said Tessa. “I wanted you to
survive, so badly, that I didn’t ask for help. Luckily I was right near where the body of the plane
had split. I made it out, and I think a couple of other women might have to, but I didn’t see them
when I reached the surface.”Nobody said anything for a minute. Luke felt strangely responsible
for the group, as if it was up to him to come up with a plan and keep their spirits up. He was the
only guy there, and while it normally made no difference, the way his mom and the other girls
were looking at him made him feel like it was time for him to start working out what they were
going to do.“We need to figure out where we are, and where a rescue would be coming from,” he
said. “We were headed over the pacific when we went down…so we should build a big signal fire
on the eastern side of the island.”“I still have my phone!” Jen jumped up and held something high
above her head, and for a moment, Luke felt hope begin to manifest inside his chest. “It’s still
working, or at least, it turned on.”She stared at it for a moment, and the rest of the group was
dead silent. Jen tapped on the screen, and then held it up to her ear. After a couple of seconds,
she shook her head and let out a defeated sigh.“Nothing,” she said. “It’s weird, though…It’s
acting different from how it usually does when there is no service.”“Here, let me see it.” Tessa
reached out to take the phone from Jen, and Luke felt his eyes locking onto her, devouring every
inch of nudity that they could find. He felt guilty, even more so than when he would usually sneak
peeks at his mom, and knew it was because of the dire severity of the situation.“Here, listen,”
said Jen. “Can you hear that static sound over the speaker? It doesn’t make sense that a cell
phone would ever do something like that.”“Just turn it off for now, and keep it safe,” said Luke.
“Maybe something is interfering with the signal? In any case, we can try again later, but only if
you keep it off and the battery holds its charge.”Jen nodded, and took the phone back from
Tessa. Luke looked around on the beach, scanning the surf for any sign of driftwood, or anything
else they could use as effective fire starting material, but didn’t see much.“I think we might have
to head further into the jungle,” he said. “We can’t stay here if we want to improve our chances of
being found.”“I like your idea of starting a fire, sweetie, but don’t you think the foliage of the
jungle would make it impossible for a plane to spot us?” Tessa gestured to the jungle,
inadvertently flashing more of her cleavage at Luke. “Maybe we should just wait here, and see
what happens. Rescue could already be on the way.”“No, your son is right, Tess.” Mia walked
over to Luke and put a hand on his chest, smiling in a devilish, secretive way. “We should listen
to him, and take a look in the jungle. We’ll need dry kindling in order to start a smoke fire, and
even if we find some driftwood on the shore, most of it is going to be wet.”“Mom, do you want to
wait here?” asked Jen, stepping in close to her mother. “We will probably find some clothes
washed up from the plane, eventually.”“No sweetie, it’s fine.” Tessa was still blushing, but she had
a resolved smile on her face. “I’m not going to let my own embarrassment keep me from helping



everyone out. And Luke…”She gestured with her fingers for him to come over, still keeping her
arm locked against her breasts and her hand tight against her crotch.“I am so happy that you’re
alive, honey.” Tessa kissed him on the cheek. “I want to give you a hug, if you aren’t too weirded
out by having your naked mom’s body up against you, that is…”“No mom, of course not.” Luke’s
cock was already hard as he reached his arms out and wrapped them against his mom. She
pushed her body against him quickly, doing her best to hide her nudity by letting it push flat onto
his chest.It felt incredible, and Luke’s lower half did its best to convince him to prolong the hug
for as long as possible. His mom’s body was so soft, and so naked. Fire shot through his nerve
endings, making him tingle with pleasure and longing.“I was so sure that you were lost to the
ocean, honey,” whispered Tessa. “My sweet baby boy, I’m glad beyond words that you’re
alive.”“I’m glad too mom,” he said. “We’re so lucky, and it was so hard for me to think about losing
you.”“Alright, alright, any longer and this is going to get really strange.” Mia walked over and
jokingly separated the two of them. Luke tried not to look at his mom as she backed away, and
tried not to feel guilty and ashamed for wanting to.“We should get moving,” said Jen. “The sun
isn’t going to be out forever.”CHAPTER 4Luke led the group a further down the beach, opposite
the direction that he and Mia had approached from before. The jungle vegetation was incredibly
dense, and it created an almost impassable wall of vines and trees that they couldn’t effectively
traverse.It was hard for him to not think about just what a strange turn of fate the crash had been.
He had been so eager for the vacation with Jen and his mom, and happy to spend time alone
with them, outside of their regular ways. In a very unusually fashion, he was getting just that, but
under circumstances that were far more serious than lounging in an ocean side hotel in Fiji.“That
looks like a bag up ahead!” Jen pointed to a small lump on the edge of the shore that was being
pushed forward by wave after wave. She ran over to it, and then waved to the rest of them.“Mom,
you are in luck!” she announced. “There are clothes in here!”Luke felt his emotions shift from
surprise, to disappointment at his mom’s stretch of baring it all coming to an end, to feeling like a
horny asshole for thinking like that in the first place.“This is great, honey,” said Tessa, as she
rifled through the suitcase and selected some of the clothing. “It all looks pretty small, though.
And the style…well, let’s just say I wouldn’t be caught dead in this stuff back home.”Tessa faced
away from Luke as she put the garments on. She didn’t end up covering much more of herself
than the bare essentials, which Luke, again, took a guilty pleasure in seeing.The clothes she
had picked out were a pair of tight jean shorts and a low cut pink halter top that looked to be at
least a size too small for her. Tessa’s big, voluptuous breasts strained against the fabric, and
even though she was now dressed, there was still more than enough cleavage on display to
keep Luke in a state of ashamed arousal.“There is some other stuff around here,” said Mia. “Take
a look!”She pointed out into the ocean, about twenty or thirty feet from the edge of the beach. A
brown suitcase was bobbing above the surface of the water.“I’ll get it,” said Luke. “It could have
something useful in it.”He swam out the short distance to grab it, and brought it back to the
group’s spot on the beach. It opened easily, and what he found inside surpassed anything he
could have hoped for.The suitcase appeared to be someone’s emergency survival bag,



complete with a first aid kit, fire starting equipment, water purification tablets, and most
impressively, a sharp metal hatchet with a leather wrapped handle. Luke pulled it out slowly,
testing the weight and heft of it before slipping it into his belt loop.“This is amazing,” he said. “We
should give our thanks to whichever paranoid person decided to take this on the plane with
them.”“Correction: whichever smart person decided to.” Jen took a look at the first aid kit, and
then put everything back and closed the lid. “I’ll carry this, for now. It’s kind of heavy though…we
should find somewhere to make camp where we can keep it safe.”“Yeah, good idea,” said
Luke.With the hatchet in hand, he was able to make short work of most of the vines and
vegetation blocking their way. Luke led the girls forward, cutting a path through the jungle as they
went. The foliage only grew thicker and tougher as they progressed further in, with the leaves
and vines of the higher canopy blocking out a moderate amount of the sun’s light and giving the
jungle a shadowy look.“Are you sure it’s safe in here, Luke?” asked Tessa. “What about
poisonous insects? Or snakes? Or bigger animals?”“We’ll just have to deal with them as we find
them,” he replied. “I haven’t seen anything yet that looks dangerous. Just watch out for brightly
colored things, I remember hearing that they tend to be the poisonous ones.”He continued
forward, slicing through plants and stopping every few minutes to listen for any signs of life. What
Luke wanted to hear were the sounds of other humans, either other passengers washed up on
the shore, or even indigenous, tribal types, who might be willing to help them.There were no
noises in the air beyond the chirping of insects and the calls of birds, along with the ever present
crash and fade of the ocean. Luke was surprised by how unnerved he was by it. The constant
hum of cars and life back home was something he had accepted as a fact of life.“Well, it’s not
Fiji, but of all the places we could have crash landed…” Jen had made her way up next to him
and was hanging onto the back of his left shoulder. “It’s not half bad.”“Let’s focus on getting
rescued before we start gushing about how clean the air is,” said Luke.He cut through another
curtain of vines, and behind it was a large rock, jutting up and out of the ground about seven or
eight feet. Luke walked over to it, found a couple of solid hand grips, and hoisted himself up.“Can
you see anything from up there, sweetie?” asked Tessa.Luke shielded his view from the sun with
his hand and looked further into the jungle, noticing a spot only about a hundred feet away that
was free of vegetation and right at the base of a cliff. Even more exciting was the small, crystal
clear pool of water a couple feet off to the side.“Yeah.” He jumped down and landed next to the
group. “There’s a place up ahead where we can rest, at least for a minute.”Tessa and Mia smiled
at him. Both of them looked amazing, with a small layer of sweat developing on their skin from
the hot sun that made their breasts and curves look even more noticeable and seductive. Luke
tried to focus on the task at hand, and pushed forward deeper into the jungle.The clearing ended
up being an even better location than he could have hoped for. A small waterfall ran down off the
cliff from above, splashing into the water in an almost picturesque fashion. The pond was bigger
up close, at least a hundred feet across, and it looked deep enough to be up over his head at the
center.“Oh wow, this is perfect!” Mia ran forward and dipped her hands into the water.“Don’t
drink any of it just yet,” said Luke. “We should probably boil it first.”“Too late.” Mia giggled and



then stuck her hands back in. “It’s freshwater! This isn’t just a pond, this is life saver!”Luke took a
closer look around the area. There was jungle in three directions, with a steep cliff, at least a
couple of hundred feet high, fencing them in on the remaining side, nearest to the island’s
center. The pond was clear of heavy vegetation for about a hundred feet around its edge, which
he found a little unusual.Luke looked against the cliff, and saw something else that made his
spirits lift up. Against the rock wall was a small opening, about two feet wide and three feet high.
He moved closer to it, and poked his head inside.“Hello? Anybody home?” The sound of his
voice echoed inside the hole. It was completely dark, and though he was eager to see just how
big it was, the thought of encountering bats, or a snake, or any number of potentially hazardous
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of airline passengers around him surged towards the connecting hallway. His older step sister,
Jennifer, stood next to him. His step mom, Tessa, was a little ahead of them in line.“Alright,
alright, just making sure I have everything. “ Luke stood up and shouldered his bag. He checked
to make sure that he had his ticket in his front pocket, and then walked towards the attendant
standing behind the desk. She took a look at his ticket, and then his sister’s, and waved them
both forward.“I’m glad that you could make it, after all,” said Jen. “With your dad having to bow
out for his business trip at the last second, it would have been really boring with just me and
mom.”“Are you kidding?” Luke smiled at her. “A vacation to Fiji is not something I could live with
missing out on, not ever. I’m going to relax and enjoy the sun, and hopefully have enough fun to
last me through the rest of senior year.”Jen smiled back at him. The fall had been rough for Luke,
both academically and personally. He’d been struggling to keep his grades up, and the balance
between homework and exams left little time left for him to have much of a social life.“Glad to
hear it! You’re welcome to join me on the beach, little bro. It’s probably where I’ll be for most of
the trip.”Jen had been Luke’s step sister for as long as he could remember. His dad had married
her mom, Tessa, when he was three and she was seven. The two had been at each other throats
for most of their early childhood, but by the time that Luke had turned fourteen, their relationship
had changed dramatically.His sister was a rather attractive girl, though Luke did his best not to
notice. She had nicely sized breasts and a toned butt, both of which had been torture for him as
he went through puberty. Luke had entered high school the year after she had left, but the two of
them were still close for most of their teens, closer than typical siblings, with a strange, flirtatious
flair to their relationship.“I might just do that, sis.” Luke stepped out of the covered connecting
hall and onto the airplane. He and his sister had been near the back of the line, and most of the
seats in their section were already full.Luke reached his aisle, the same one that his mom,
Tessa, was seated in. She smiled at him, and patted the spot next to her.“Right here honey,” she
said. “And you can stick your carry-on bag in the compartment above.”Luke nodded, and put his
bag away. He was all the way over against the window, and his mom stood up and shifted so he
could get by. His body brushed against hers as he moved towards his spot, and Luke was again
reminded by something he had spent all of the years since reaching sexual maturity trying not to
notice.Tessa was a bombshell of a woman. She had large breasts, a perfect hourglass figure,
and a face that rivalled the models that would snag the front covers of glamour magazines
worldwide. She was in her late thirties, and managed to be both a loving wife to Luke’s dad and a
doting mother to him, without forcing herself into either role or having to exert extra effort.Luke
remembered very little of his life before Tessa and Jen had become a part of it. They were
exactly what he and his dad needed, the feminine half of the family that made everything work.
But for Luke, having them around, especially during his hormonal teenage years, had been a
very confusing and at times, tempestuous experience.“I brought some ginger candies, in case
you get air sick, sweetie.” Tessa smiled at him and rifled through her purse.“Thanks mom, I’m
alright for now though,” replied Luke. “I’ll let you know if I need one.”The final few people settled
into their seats, and a stewardess began walking down the aisle, helping out a few stragglers



with their seatbelts. Tessa did a double take when she saw her, and then reached over and
tugged on the woman’s sleeve.“Mia, is that you?”The woman turned and looked at them. She
was attractive in much the same way that his mom was and around the same age, but with short
hair and a slightly plumper figure. She looked surprised to see Tessa, and a huge smile spread
across her face.“Oh my god, Tessa!” The stewardess completely abandoned her seat belt
explanation responsibilities, and instead wrapped Luke’s mom into a tight hug.“Jeez, it’s been
what…ten, fifteen years?” asked Tessa.“Far too long, that’s for sure.” Mia pulled back and shook
her head in disbelief. “How have you been?”“I’ve been good, really good. This is my step son,
Luke.” Tessa gestured to him and Luke reached his hand across her to shake Mia’s hand. “My
daughter is in the row over there…We have to catch up soon!”“I’ll be in Fiji for the night,” said
Mia. “Let’s find time to grab drinks!”Another stewardess was looking over at Mia disapprovingly,
and she scampered away from Tessa and further down the aisle. Luke couldn’t help but sneak a
peek at her butt as she walked off, wiggling it from side to side with each step.“Wow, small
world,” said Tessa. “I never expected to run into Mia, here of all places. We fell out of touch right
after college, but we used to be best friends!”“That’s awesome, mom,” said Luke.The head
stewardess did one final check to make sure that everyone was buckled in, and then Luke heard
the sound of the pilot over the intercom. He explained the basics of their flight plan and inflight
regulations, and then the plane began to move, creeping along the runway into the takeoff
position.Luke felt his mom bring her hand to a rest on his thigh. She had been a bit of a nervous
flier in the past, and it looked as though this time would be no exception. Tessa rubbed back and
forth on his leg, which he was fine with, until her fingers began to draw dangerously close to a
very sensitive part of his body.“Uh, mom…” he whispered.“Sorry honey, you know how I get on
planes.” Tessa rubbed some more and this time her palm glided right across Luke’s cock,
sending a wave of pleasure up and through his body.“It will be, uh, fine mom.” Luke smiled at her
and tried to move his mom’s hand back over to her lap, but she kept it right where it was. She
looked like she was totally unaware of the fact that she was rubbing her son’s crotch, and
continued doing it absent mindedly in the same way a nervous person might fidget their leg.“Oh,
here we go!” The plane began to lurch forward, and Tessa’s hand gripped Luke’s leg, along with
the top half of his semi rigid member.“Yeah mom, here we go.”The sun was bright in the sky,
affording Luke a fantastic view of the ground below as the plane slowly gained altitude. He tried
to focus on it and distract himself from the repetitive motion of his mom’s hand. It didn’t work,
and gradually, his cock became fully and embarrassingly erect. Tessa was chatting with Jen,
oblivious to the fact that she had wrapped her fingers around her son’s cock and was slowly
jerking him off.“We should be fine now that we’re up in the sky, mom,” said Jen.“Yeah of course, I
know.” Tessa slowly pumped her hand up and down, and Luke felt the pleasure infecting his
body like a virus.“All of those planes you see in the news are outliers, mom,” said Jen. “We’ll be in
Fiji before you know it, right Luke?”“Oh yeah, we’ll be there really soon.” Luke struggled to speak
in an even voice. He was embarrassed and ashamed of what was happening, and hoped that it
would go away if he just ignored it.“I bought a new bikini just for the beach!” said Tessa. “I’m not



sure if I’m going to wear it, though.”“Why not mom?” asked Jen.Tessa smiled, and Luke began to
feel like there was only so much more he could take.“It’s pretty revealing, you’ll see if I do end up
putting it on.” Tessa’s voice sounded hot, and seductive. “It shows off a lot, and the top…When I
tried it on in the store I felt like my breasts were going to pop right out of it.”“I have to go to the
bathroom!” Luke shot up out of his seat and hunched over to hide his erection as he slid by his
mom. The truth was a little more severe than what he’d said. If his mom had kept rubbing and
talking the way she was, he was sure that he’d have cum in his pants.“Honey, remember, I have
ginger candies if you need one!” Tessa called to him as he made his way down the aisle.Luke
opened the door to the stall and shut it behind him. His cock ached, and it was embarrassing for
him to think about the fact that it was because of his mother’s touch. Luke had worked hard to
bury all of the illicit emotions and urges that he had felt during puberty related to his mom and
sister, and now it felt like they’d decided to reemerge in full force.They were such gorgeous
women, and try as he might, Luke couldn’t stop himself from being excited at the prospect of
being on vacation with them. They’d go to the beach together, and he’d see them in their bikinis.
Maybe if he pitched it to them the right way, they could even find a nude beach to spend a day
at.Luke realized that he was pumping his cock with his hand as the thoughts went through his
head, and suddenly felt disgusting. He loved his mom and Jen, and they deserved better than a
pervert for a brother and son. He tried to calm himself down, but his cock remained rock hard,
almost painful in its need for release.“Is everything okay in there?” Mia, Tessa’s friend and the
airplane’s stewardess, knocked on the bathroom door as she called out to him. Luke realized
that he’d been in the bathroom for quite a while, and began to panic. He jumped up and banged
into one of the airplane’s walls in his rush to cover himself up.“Uh, yes, everything’s fine!”“Your
mom gave me this to give to you…” The door opened, and Mia’s face popped through. All Luke
could do was turn to her, blushing bright red with his cock out and at the ready. He watched as
she held her hand up to her mouth and slowly locked her eyes onto it. Surprisingly, the sides of
her lips pulled up into a very naughty looking smile.What came next was even more surprising. A
hollow bang sounded from the side of the airplane, loud enough to catch Luke and Mia off
guard. As they both turned to look in the direction that it came from, everything changed in an
instant.Suddenly, Luke was spinning. The stall had flipped upside down, and Mia wasn’t there
anymore. Luke was in the air, crashing against the walls and ceiling and still struggling to get his
pants up. He finally managed to, but the action did little to abate the terror coursing through
him.The entire section that he was in crashed down hard, stunning him. He was forced back into
awareness of what was going on by water rushing in through the open door of the stall. All Luke
could do was swim forward, a sickening feeling taking root in his stomach.CHAPTER
1CHAPTER 1“Hurry Luke! They just started boarding our section!”Luke was bent over, stuffing
his phone into his carryon bag as the crowd of airline passengers around him surged towards
the connecting hallway. His older step sister, Jennifer, stood next to him. His step mom, Tessa,
was a little ahead of them in line.“Alright, alright, just making sure I have everything. “ Luke stood
up and shouldered his bag. He checked to make sure that he had his ticket in his front pocket,



and then walked towards the attendant standing behind the desk. She took a look at his ticket,
and then his sister’s, and waved them both forward.“I’m glad that you could make it, after all,”
said Jen. “With your dad having to bow out for his business trip at the last second, it would have
been really boring with just me and mom.”“Are you kidding?” Luke smiled at her. “A vacation to
Fiji is not something I could live with missing out on, not ever. I’m going to relax and enjoy the
sun, and hopefully have enough fun to last me through the rest of senior year.”Jen smiled back at
him. The fall had been rough for Luke, both academically and personally. He’d been struggling to
keep his grades up, and the balance between homework and exams left little time left for him to
have much of a social life.“Glad to hear it! You’re welcome to join me on the beach, little bro. It’s
probably where I’ll be for most of the trip.”Jen had been Luke’s step sister for as long as he could
remember. His dad had married her mom, Tessa, when he was three and she was seven. The
two had been at each other throats for most of their early childhood, but by the time that Luke
had turned fourteen, their relationship had changed dramatically.His sister was a rather
attractive girl, though Luke did his best not to notice. She had nicely sized breasts and a toned
butt, both of which had been torture for him as he went through puberty. Luke had entered high
school the year after she had left, but the two of them were still close for most of their teens,
closer than typical siblings, with a strange, flirtatious flair to their relationship.“I might just do that,
sis.” Luke stepped out of the covered connecting hall and onto the airplane. He and his sister
had been near the back of the line, and most of the seats in their section were already full.Luke
reached his aisle, the same one that his mom, Tessa, was seated in. She smiled at him, and
patted the spot next to her.“Right here honey,” she said. “And you can stick your carry-on bag in
the compartment above.”Luke nodded, and put his bag away. He was all the way over against
the window, and his mom stood up and shifted so he could get by. His body brushed against
hers as he moved towards his spot, and Luke was again reminded by something he had spent
all of the years since reaching sexual maturity trying not to notice.Tessa was a bombshell of a
woman. She had large breasts, a perfect hourglass figure, and a face that rivalled the models
that would snag the front covers of glamour magazines worldwide. She was in her late thirties,
and managed to be both a loving wife to Luke’s dad and a doting mother to him, without forcing
herself into either role or having to exert extra effort.Luke remembered very little of his life before
Tessa and Jen had become a part of it. They were exactly what he and his dad needed, the
feminine half of the family that made everything work. But for Luke, having them around,
especially during his hormonal teenage years, had been a very confusing and at times,
tempestuous experience.“I brought some ginger candies, in case you get air sick, sweetie.”
Tessa smiled at him and rifled through her purse.“Thanks mom, I’m alright for now though,”
replied Luke. “I’ll let you know if I need one.”The final few people settled into their seats, and a
stewardess began walking down the aisle, helping out a few stragglers with their seatbelts.
Tessa did a double take when she saw her, and then reached over and tugged on the woman’s
sleeve.“Mia, is that you?”The woman turned and looked at them. She was attractive in much the
same way that his mom was and around the same age, but with short hair and a slightly plumper



figure. She looked surprised to see Tessa, and a huge smile spread across her face.“Oh my god,
Tessa!” The stewardess completely abandoned her seat belt explanation responsibilities, and
instead wrapped Luke’s mom into a tight hug.“Jeez, it’s been what…ten, fifteen years?” asked
Tessa.“Far too long, that’s for sure.” Mia pulled back and shook her head in disbelief. “How have
you been?”“I’ve been good, really good. This is my step son, Luke.” Tessa gestured to him and
Luke reached his hand across her to shake Mia’s hand. “My daughter is in the row over there…
We have to catch up soon!”“I’ll be in Fiji for the night,” said Mia. “Let’s find time to grab
drinks!”Another stewardess was looking over at Mia disapprovingly, and she scampered away
from Tessa and further down the aisle. Luke couldn’t help but sneak a peek at her butt as she
walked off, wiggling it from side to side with each step.“Wow, small world,” said Tessa. “I never
expected to run into Mia, here of all places. We fell out of touch right after college, but we used to
be best friends!”“That’s awesome, mom,” said Luke.The head stewardess did one final check to
make sure that everyone was buckled in, and then Luke heard the sound of the pilot over the
intercom. He explained the basics of their flight plan and inflight regulations, and then the plane
began to move, creeping along the runway into the takeoff position.Luke felt his mom bring her
hand to a rest on his thigh. She had been a bit of a nervous flier in the past, and it looked as
though this time would be no exception. Tessa rubbed back and forth on his leg, which he was
fine with, until her fingers began to draw dangerously close to a very sensitive part of his
body.“Uh, mom…” he whispered.“Sorry honey, you know how I get on planes.” Tessa rubbed
some more and this time her palm glided right across Luke’s cock, sending a wave of pleasure
up and through his body.“It will be, uh, fine mom.” Luke smiled at her and tried to move his
mom’s hand back over to her lap, but she kept it right where it was. She looked like she was
totally unaware of the fact that she was rubbing her son’s crotch, and continued doing it absent
mindedly in the same way a nervous person might fidget their leg.“Oh, here we go!” The plane
began to lurch forward, and Tessa’s hand gripped Luke’s leg, along with the top half of his semi
rigid member.“Yeah mom, here we go.”The sun was bright in the sky, affording Luke a fantastic
view of the ground below as the plane slowly gained altitude. He tried to focus on it and distract
himself from the repetitive motion of his mom’s hand. It didn’t work, and gradually, his cock
became fully and embarrassingly erect. Tessa was chatting with Jen, oblivious to the fact that
she had wrapped her fingers around her son’s cock and was slowly jerking him off.“We should
be fine now that we’re up in the sky, mom,” said Jen.“Yeah of course, I know.” Tessa slowly
pumped her hand up and down, and Luke felt the pleasure infecting his body like a virus.“All of
those planes you see in the news are outliers, mom,” said Jen. “We’ll be in Fiji before you know it,
right Luke?”“Oh yeah, we’ll be there really soon.” Luke struggled to speak in an even voice. He
was embarrassed and ashamed of what was happening, and hoped that it would go away if he
just ignored it.“I bought a new bikini just for the beach!” said Tessa. “I’m not sure if I’m going to
wear it, though.”“Why not mom?” asked Jen.Tessa smiled, and Luke began to feel like there was
only so much more he could take.“It’s pretty revealing, you’ll see if I do end up putting it on.”
Tessa’s voice sounded hot, and seductive. “It shows off a lot, and the top…When I tried it on in



the store I felt like my breasts were going to pop right out of it.”“I have to go to the bathroom!”
Luke shot up out of his seat and hunched over to hide his erection as he slid by his mom. The
truth was a little more severe than what he’d said. If his mom had kept rubbing and talking the
way she was, he was sure that he’d have cum in his pants.“Honey, remember, I have ginger
candies if you need one!” Tessa called to him as he made his way down the aisle.Luke opened
the door to the stall and shut it behind him. His cock ached, and it was embarrassing for him to
think about the fact that it was because of his mother’s touch. Luke had worked hard to bury all
of the illicit emotions and urges that he had felt during puberty related to his mom and sister, and
now it felt like they’d decided to reemerge in full force.They were such gorgeous women, and try
as he might, Luke couldn’t stop himself from being excited at the prospect of being on vacation
with them. They’d go to the beach together, and he’d see them in their bikinis. Maybe if he
pitched it to them the right way, they could even find a nude beach to spend a day at.Luke
realized that he was pumping his cock with his hand as the thoughts went through his head, and
suddenly felt disgusting. He loved his mom and Jen, and they deserved better than a pervert for
a brother and son. He tried to calm himself down, but his cock remained rock hard, almost
painful in its need for release.“Is everything okay in there?” Mia, Tessa’s friend and the airplane’s
stewardess, knocked on the bathroom door as she called out to him. Luke realized that he’d
been in the bathroom for quite a while, and began to panic. He jumped up and banged into one
of the airplane’s walls in his rush to cover himself up.“Uh, yes, everything’s fine!”“Your mom gave
me this to give to you…” The door opened, and Mia’s face popped through. All Luke could do
was turn to her, blushing bright red with his cock out and at the ready. He watched as she held
her hand up to her mouth and slowly locked her eyes onto it. Surprisingly, the sides of her lips
pulled up into a very naughty looking smile.What came next was even more surprising. A hollow
bang sounded from the side of the airplane, loud enough to catch Luke and Mia off guard. As
they both turned to look in the direction that it came from, everything changed in an
instant.Suddenly, Luke was spinning. The stall had flipped upside down, and Mia wasn’t there
anymore. Luke was in the air, crashing against the walls and ceiling and still struggling to get his
pants up. He finally managed to, but the action did little to abate the terror coursing through
him.The entire section that he was in crashed down hard, stunning him. He was forced back into
awareness of what was going on by water rushing in through the open door of the stall. All Luke
could do was swim forward, a sickening feeling taking root in his stomach.CHAPTER 2“Mom!
Jen!”The water around Luke was still, and the sun was high in the sky. It was a sharp contrast to
the cyclone of emotions raging inside of him. He had been in the plane, and things had been
fine, and then without any warning, everything had been torn apart.There was only the single
piece of the wreckage that he had come down in nearby. The bathroom stall was mostly
underwater by this point, clearly not designed originally with floatation in mind. Luke was a good
swimmer, and he had no trouble keeping his head above water, but it took energy, and he knew
he could only keep it up for so long.Luckily, there was something that promised hope on the
horizon. A small island, with white sand beaches, palm trees, thick jungle foliage, and a tall



mountainous outcropping, was jutting out of the water no more than a kilometer away from
him.“Mom! Jen! Can you hear me?” Luke shouted into the distance one final time before he
began swimming. If he had survived the crash, then they could have too. He repeated it almost
like a mantra inside his head, hoping and praying that it was actually true.He could taste the salt
of the water on his lips, and feel it stinging his eyes as he methodically began to crawl stroke his
way across the short expanse of sea in between him and the island. Luke’s arms began to tire
much more quickly than he had expected, and for a moment, a small kernel of panic manifested
within his chest.Luke focused on his breathing, and pictured the faces of his mom and sister in
his mind. They were there on the island, waiting for him. He forced himself to believe it, and with
every foot forward he swam, his doubts faded a little more.The ocean was shallow enough for
him to stand in within a couple hundred feet of the shore. Luke breathed a sigh of relief and felt
waves crashing into the back of his neck as he continued forward in safety.The water was
crystalline, and he was amazed by the amount of life he could see swimming in it. There were
crabs, oysters, tiny fish swimming around his feet, bigger fish off a small distance to either side
of him, and oceanic vegetation sprouting up out of the sea floor.Luke’s body felt heavy as he
made his way across the last few feet to the dry shore. He had on a t-shirt and a pair of jeans,
and both of them were completely soaked. He coughed, and fell to his knees on the clean white
sand, sputtering up water that he hadn’t realized that he’d swallowed.He felt fortunate, but also
guilty. Survivor’s guilt, that was something he’d read about before online. The only thing that had
saved his life had been the fact that he’d been in the bathroom at the time of the crash. And just
thinking about the reason why he had been in the bathroom made him feel ashamed, and then
even more guilty.Luke’s shoes were completely water logged, and he took them off, along with
his socks. The sand was warm against his feet, and for a moment, he was almost able to pretend
that he’d made it to Fiji after all.The beach went onto the island for about a hundred feet before
turning into grass and jungle foliage. Beyond that, he could see a large hill, which was crowned
by a series of high cliffs. To either side, the beach looked like it stretched on indefinitely, curving
around the island at the corner. Luke began to walk down it, wondering if he’d be able to find
anyone else from the plane.His feet sunk into the sand with every step. Luke was expecting to
find signs of human inhabitance, but there were no campfires or discarded bottles, like he was
so used to seeing on the beaches back home.After about ten minutes of walking, Luke heard
something that made his heart race. It was laughter, a woman’s laughter. He ran forward, feeling
the uncooperative sand shifting underneath his feet. As he turned around the corner of the
beach, he saw someone.It was Mia. She was sitting on the sand in her stewardess uniform,
running her hands across the beach and staring into the ocean. Luke sprinted over to her as
quickly as he could.“Mia! You’re alive!” Luke threw his arms around the woman. Even though he
barely knew her, it didn’t matter. She was breathing, and proof that there could still be more
people who had made it through the crash okay.“Luke, hey!” Mia hugged him tightly back. “I’m so
glad!”“Don’t worry Mia, there will be a search, and they’ll see where the plane went down, and in
no time they’ll find this island!” Luke pulled back and stared into her eyes as he spoke, doing his



best to put on a brave, reassuring face.“Oh god, I hope they don’t,” said Mia. She looked
pensively up into the sky, and then back out to the sea.“Wait…what?”“I really hope they don’t
find us.”Luke couldn’t believe what he was hearing. He studied Mia’s face for traces of shock, or
confusion, but found nothing. She looked entirely serious, and smiled at him coyly with her
luscious lips.“Mia…we’re stranded on this island,” said Luke. “I…I think we’re the only ones
here.”Mia stood up. There was a tear in the bottom of her stewardess’s uniform, and Luke felt his
eyes being drawn to it hungrily. He forced himself to look away, feeling as though it was neither
the time nor the place to be indulging in his horniness.“Luke, I’ve worked for the airlines for more
than a decade now.” Mia spoke in the voice of a liberated woman, free and ready to live her life.
“I’ve been wishing for something like this to happen, praying for it to happen, actually, for years.
Do you know how repetitive the work of being an airline attendant is?”“Mia…” Luke could only
stare at her, dumbfounded. She reached over and tussled his hair, and then began pulling her
top up an over her head. Luke blushed and looked away again.“I’m going for a swim, you should
join me.” Mia leaned in close to him and spoke quietly in her ear, letting her hot breath tease his
sensitive neck. “We’re alive, and on a beautiful island, Luke. Let’s have some fun, and enjoy
ourselves.”She continued undressing, pulling her skirt and stockings off. Luke finally found
himself unable to resist, and looked over at her. Mia was an insanely attractive woman, with nice
hips and big breasts, and clad only in her underwear, little was left to the imagination. Luke felt
his cock stirring in his pants, and Mia took the opportunity to tease him even further, leaning over
him and letting her big boobs rub across his chest.“You should come in the water with me, Luke.”
She took her hand and rubbed it along his thigh, and then along his cock. Unlike what had
happened before with his mom, Luke could tell that it was deliberate. “I know I’m a little older
than you Luke, but if it’s just the two of us, we should have fun together.”Luke nodded slowly,
despite himself. He knew that the situation they were in was serious, and he knew that they
should be looking for other survivors, but something about the woman’s devil may care attitude
and seductive nature was drawing him in. Luke didn’t want to work, he wanted to play.He took off
his own shirt, and heard Mia giggle as he started to unzip his jeans.“Nice, I like that youthful
eagerness,” said Mia. “You certainly had a bit of that in the bathroom on the plane…Do you
always get a boner when you fly?”“That, I mean, that was…” Luke was at a loss for how to
explain, at least without admitting to the embarrassing accident that had happened with his
mom. He felt his cheeks heating up, and heard Mia giggle some more.“Come on, big boy, let’s hit
the waves!” She took off into the ocean, breasts and butt bouncing with every step. Luke
followed after her, feeling his cock beginning to grow hard with anticipation.The water was warm,
the perfect temperature for swimming. Mia dove under, and resurfaced right next to him. The
material that her bra was made out of was white and thin, and it instantly became see-through as
the moisture soaked into it.Luke couldn’t help but stare at her. She looked a lot like his mom,
though her personality was much more unpredictable, and playful. He slowly drew closer to Mia,
feeling his cock throb inside his boxers as he drank in her near nakedness with his eyes.“Mia…”
Luke said. “You’re really…gorgeous.”“Yeah? What are you going to do about it?” The older



woman pushed herself up against him, and began to stroke Luke’s cock with her hand. It felt so
good, and suddenly his lips were against hers.It was as though the proverbial dam had burst. All
of the horniness and desire that Luke had accumulated over the course of the day came to the
surface. He groped at Mia’s butt and breasts, feeling their softness and growing even more
turned on.She let out a catlike growl, and bit his bottom lip softly. There was a smile on her face,
and it only grew wider as Luke fumbled with the clasp of her bra.“Is this what you want, Luke?”
Mia reached behind her and undid it for him, and then slowly pulled the fabric of her bra down,
creating a miniature strip tease for him as her nipples popped into view.“Oh wow, Mia…” Luke
grabbed her by the waist and began to grind his package into her stomach.“Oh boy, I forgot just
how much fun younger guys can be,” said Mia. “Come on, over here.”Mia held her bra in one
hand and Luke’s cock in the other. She led him onto the beach, and up to where the sand
stopped and the grass began. She slowly lied down on a dense patch of vegetation, spreading
her legs and pulling Luke into her.He whipped out his cock in a rush, and then slipped Mia’s
panties down. She had a nice patch of well-trimmed and maintained bush, still wet from the
water. Luke pushed the head of his cock into her pussy, feeling it enter her easily.“Oh god, yes,
Luke!” moaned Mia. “Fuck me senseless, Luke! Fuck me!”Luke was ready to oblige her. He
grabbed at one of her breasts and sucked on the nipple on the other side with his lips as he
began thrusting into her, feeling pleasure sweep over her cock as he began to pump in and out
of her wet, warm cunt.All of the stress and panic Luke had felt in the aftermath of the crash was
swept out of his mind. All he could think about was the gorgeous naked woman underneath him,
and her curvy, well-endowed body. Her breasts bounced back and forth as he pumped his meat
inside of her, dancing to the rhythm of the sex.“Oh Mia!” said Luke. “You feel so fucking
good!”“That’s right Luke, show me how good I feel!” Mia was biting her lip and looking up at him
seductively. “Show me what you can do, young man!”Luke’s thoughts were completely wrapped
up in the moment. Mia was a fox of a woman, the stewardess that all of the horny men on the
plane were undressing with their eyes and dreaming about midflight. She was also one of his
mom’s old friends, a woman connected to him in a way that made their carnal coupling all the
more forbidden, and illicit.Luke was slamming his cock into her by this point. Her breasts were
big, more than enough to feel substantial underneath his palms as he used them for leverage to
fuck her even harder. Mia tensed up suddenly, and let out a loud, passionate cry. There was no
need for restraint, not anymore.After a couple more thrusts, Luke could feel his own orgasm
approaching. There was a strange voice in the back of his head, either the voice of reason, or
the voice of reality, and it was telling him that he should pull out, and finish on her stomach, or on
her tits.Luke didn’t listen to it. He banged his cock a few more times deep inside Mia, and then
pushed it as deep into her cunt as it would go as he began to explode. His cum blasted deep
inside of her, and so much of it came out that it began to overflow around the edges of her folds.
The pleasure of the orgasm was almost too intense for Luke to handle, and he collapsed onto
the grass next to Mia.It was several minutes before either of them said anything. The situation at
hand slowly came back into Luke’s awareness. Survival was what they needed to be focused on,



not sex. He repeated the phrase in his head, but as Mia rolled over towards him, her naked
breasts and cum filled pussy on full display, it was almost meaningless.“We should…probably
keep looking around.” Luke spoke timidly, and felt himself blushing again, though he didn’t know
why. Mia nodded to him, and then stood up.“Sure thing, Luke. You lead and I’ll follow.”CHAPTER
2CHAPTER 2“Mom! Jen!”The water around Luke was still, and the sun was high in the sky. It
was a sharp contrast to the cyclone of emotions raging inside of him. He had been in the plane,
and things had been fine, and then without any warning, everything had been torn apart.There
was only the single piece of the wreckage that he had come down in nearby. The bathroom stall
was mostly underwater by this point, clearly not designed originally with floatation in mind. Luke
was a good swimmer, and he had no trouble keeping his head above water, but it took energy,
and he knew he could only keep it up for so long.Luckily, there was something that promised
hope on the horizon. A small island, with white sand beaches, palm trees, thick jungle foliage,
and a tall mountainous outcropping, was jutting out of the water no more than a kilometer away
from him.“Mom! Jen! Can you hear me?” Luke shouted into the distance one final time before he
began swimming. If he had survived the crash, then they could have too. He repeated it almost
like a mantra inside his head, hoping and praying that it was actually true.He could taste the salt
of the water on his lips, and feel it stinging his eyes as he methodically began to crawl stroke his
way across the short expanse of sea in between him and the island. Luke’s arms began to tire
much more quickly than he had expected, and for a moment, a small kernel of panic manifested
within his chest.Luke focused on his breathing, and pictured the faces of his mom and sister in
his mind. They were there on the island, waiting for him. He forced himself to believe it, and with
every foot forward he swam, his doubts faded a little more.The ocean was shallow enough for
him to stand in within a couple hundred feet of the shore. Luke breathed a sigh of relief and felt
waves crashing into the back of his neck as he continued forward in safety.The water was
crystalline, and he was amazed by the amount of life he could see swimming in it. There were
crabs, oysters, tiny fish swimming around his feet, bigger fish off a small distance to either side
of him, and oceanic vegetation sprouting up out of the sea floor.Luke’s body felt heavy as he
made his way across the last few feet to the dry shore. He had on a t-shirt and a pair of jeans,
and both of them were completely soaked. He coughed, and fell to his knees on the clean white
sand, sputtering up water that he hadn’t realized that he’d swallowed.He felt fortunate, but also
guilty. Survivor’s guilt, that was something he’d read about before online. The only thing that had
saved his life had been the fact that he’d been in the bathroom at the time of the crash. And just
thinking about the reason why he had been in the bathroom made him feel ashamed, and then
even more guilty.Luke’s shoes were completely water logged, and he took them off, along with
his socks. The sand was warm against his feet, and for a moment, he was almost able to pretend
that he’d made it to Fiji after all.The beach went onto the island for about a hundred feet before
turning into grass and jungle foliage. Beyond that, he could see a large hill, which was crowned
by a series of high cliffs. To either side, the beach looked like it stretched on indefinitely, curving
around the island at the corner. Luke began to walk down it, wondering if he’d be able to find



anyone else from the plane.His feet sunk into the sand with every step. Luke was expecting to
find signs of human inhabitance, but there were no campfires or discarded bottles, like he was
so used to seeing on the beaches back home.After about ten minutes of walking, Luke heard
something that made his heart race. It was laughter, a woman’s laughter. He ran forward, feeling
the uncooperative sand shifting underneath his feet. As he turned around the corner of the
beach, he saw someone.It was Mia. She was sitting on the sand in her stewardess uniform,
running her hands across the beach and staring into the ocean. Luke sprinted over to her as
quickly as he could.“Mia! You’re alive!” Luke threw his arms around the woman. Even though he
barely knew her, it didn’t matter. She was breathing, and proof that there could still be more
people who had made it through the crash okay.“Luke, hey!” Mia hugged him tightly back. “I’m so
glad!”“Don’t worry Mia, there will be a search, and they’ll see where the plane went down, and in
no time they’ll find this island!” Luke pulled back and stared into her eyes as he spoke, doing his
best to put on a brave, reassuring face.“Oh god, I hope they don’t,” said Mia. She looked
pensively up into the sky, and then back out to the sea.“Wait…what?”“I really hope they don’t
find us.”Luke couldn’t believe what he was hearing. He studied Mia’s face for traces of shock, or
confusion, but found nothing. She looked entirely serious, and smiled at him coyly with her
luscious lips.“Mia…we’re stranded on this island,” said Luke. “I…I think we’re the only ones
here.”Mia stood up. There was a tear in the bottom of her stewardess’s uniform, and Luke felt his
eyes being drawn to it hungrily. He forced himself to look away, feeling as though it was neither
the time nor the place to be indulging in his horniness.“Luke, I’ve worked for the airlines for more
than a decade now.” Mia spoke in the voice of a liberated woman, free and ready to live her life.
“I’ve been wishing for something like this to happen, praying for it to happen, actually, for years.
Do you know how repetitive the work of being an airline attendant is?”“Mia…” Luke could only
stare at her, dumbfounded. She reached over and tussled his hair, and then began pulling her
top up an over her head. Luke blushed and looked away again.“I’m going for a swim, you should
join me.” Mia leaned in close to him and spoke quietly in her ear, letting her hot breath tease his
sensitive neck. “We’re alive, and on a beautiful island, Luke. Let’s have some fun, and enjoy
ourselves.”She continued undressing, pulling her skirt and stockings off. Luke finally found
himself unable to resist, and looked over at her. Mia was an insanely attractive woman, with nice
hips and big breasts, and clad only in her underwear, little was left to the imagination. Luke felt
his cock stirring in his pants, and Mia took the opportunity to tease him even further, leaning over
him and letting her big boobs rub across his chest.“You should come in the water with me, Luke.”
She took her hand and rubbed it along his thigh, and then along his cock. Unlike what had
happened before with his mom, Luke could tell that it was deliberate. “I know I’m a little older
than you Luke, but if it’s just the two of us, we should have fun together.”Luke nodded slowly,
despite himself. He knew that the situation they were in was serious, and he knew that they
should be looking for other survivors, but something about the woman’s devil may care attitude
and seductive nature was drawing him in. Luke didn’t want to work, he wanted to play.He took off
his own shirt, and heard Mia giggle as he started to unzip his jeans.“Nice, I like that youthful



eagerness,” said Mia. “You certainly had a bit of that in the bathroom on the plane…Do you
always get a boner when you fly?”“That, I mean, that was…” Luke was at a loss for how to
explain, at least without admitting to the embarrassing accident that had happened with his
mom. He felt his cheeks heating up, and heard Mia giggle some more.“Come on, big boy, let’s hit
the waves!” She took off into the ocean, breasts and butt bouncing with every step. Luke
followed after her, feeling his cock beginning to grow hard with anticipation.The water was warm,
the perfect temperature for swimming. Mia dove under, and resurfaced right next to him. The
material that her bra was made out of was white and thin, and it instantly became see-through as
the moisture soaked into it.Luke couldn’t help but stare at her. She looked a lot like his mom,
though her personality was much more unpredictable, and playful. He slowly drew closer to Mia,
feeling his cock throb inside his boxers as he drank in her near nakedness with his eyes.“Mia…”
Luke said. “You’re really…gorgeous.”“Yeah? What are you going to do about it?” The older
woman pushed herself up against him, and began to stroke Luke’s cock with her hand. It felt so
good, and suddenly his lips were against hers.It was as though the proverbial dam had burst. All
of the horniness and desire that Luke had accumulated over the course of the day came to the
surface. He groped at Mia’s butt and breasts, feeling their softness and growing even more
turned on.She let out a catlike growl, and bit his bottom lip softly. There was a smile on her face,
and it only grew wider as Luke fumbled with the clasp of her bra.“Is this what you want, Luke?”
Mia reached behind her and undid it for him, and then slowly pulled the fabric of her bra down,
creating a miniature strip tease for him as her nipples popped into view.“Oh wow, Mia…” Luke
grabbed her by the waist and began to grind his package into her stomach.“Oh boy, I forgot just
how much fun younger guys can be,” said Mia. “Come on, over here.”Mia held her bra in one
hand and Luke’s cock in the other. She led him onto the beach, and up to where the sand
stopped and the grass began. She slowly lied down on a dense patch of vegetation, spreading
her legs and pulling Luke into her.He whipped out his cock in a rush, and then slipped Mia’s
panties down. She had a nice patch of well-trimmed and maintained bush, still wet from the
water. Luke pushed the head of his cock into her pussy, feeling it enter her easily.“Oh god, yes,
Luke!” moaned Mia. “Fuck me senseless, Luke! Fuck me!”Luke was ready to oblige her. He
grabbed at one of her breasts and sucked on the nipple on the other side with his lips as he
began thrusting into her, feeling pleasure sweep over her cock as he began to pump in and out
of her wet, warm cunt.All of the stress and panic Luke had felt in the aftermath of the crash was
swept out of his mind. All he could think about was the gorgeous naked woman underneath him,
and her curvy, well-endowed body. Her breasts bounced back and forth as he pumped his meat
inside of her, dancing to the rhythm of the sex.“Oh Mia!” said Luke. “You feel so fucking
good!”“That’s right Luke, show me how good I feel!” Mia was biting her lip and looking up at him
seductively. “Show me what you can do, young man!”Luke’s thoughts were completely wrapped
up in the moment. Mia was a fox of a woman, the stewardess that all of the horny men on the
plane were undressing with their eyes and dreaming about midflight. She was also one of his
mom’s old friends, a woman connected to him in a way that made their carnal coupling all the



more forbidden, and illicit.Luke was slamming his cock into her by this point. Her breasts were
big, more than enough to feel substantial underneath his palms as he used them for leverage to
fuck her even harder. Mia tensed up suddenly, and let out a loud, passionate cry. There was no
need for restraint, not anymore.After a couple more thrusts, Luke could feel his own orgasm
approaching. There was a strange voice in the back of his head, either the voice of reason, or
the voice of reality, and it was telling him that he should pull out, and finish on her stomach, or on
her tits.Luke didn’t listen to it. He banged his cock a few more times deep inside Mia, and then
pushed it as deep into her cunt as it would go as he began to explode. His cum blasted deep
inside of her, and so much of it came out that it began to overflow around the edges of her folds.
The pleasure of the orgasm was almost too intense for Luke to handle, and he collapsed onto
the grass next to Mia.It was several minutes before either of them said anything. The situation at
hand slowly came back into Luke’s awareness. Survival was what they needed to be focused on,
not sex. He repeated the phrase in his head, but as Mia rolled over towards him, her naked
breasts and cum filled pussy on full display, it was almost meaningless.“We should…probably
keep looking around.” Luke spoke timidly, and felt himself blushing again, though he didn’t know
why. Mia nodded to him, and then stood up.“Sure thing, Luke. You lead and I’ll follow.”CHAPTER
3“What did you see when the plane went down?”Luke was pulling his jeans back on, and looked
over at Mia. She had clasped her bra and was wiggling into her tight stewardess outfit.“Well,
other than you and your, uh, hard problem…not all that much.” Mia smiled at him. Luke was
starting to get the sense that she enjoyed teasing him, or more accurately put, torturing him.“It
felt like the plane just ripped into a bunch of pieces,” said Luke. “How can something like that
happen? Aren’t there tests that are done before takeoff for this kind of thing?”“Of course there
are!” Mia glared at him, as though she had taken his comment personally. Luke met her gaze,
and then felt his eyes being drawn down to her breasts, which were dotted with cute, pink
nipples that were still visible through the wet fabric of her bra.“I mean, I just want to understand
what happened,” said Luke. “It didn’t feel like I even fell for that long before I hit the water…and
the plane, it was in the air for less than an hour, right? How are we this far out in the
ocean?”“Well if we can find the pilot, I’m sure you can ask him what’s going on,” said Mia. She
pulled on her top, and then dusted sand off her skirt.Luke pulled on his own shirt, and then
looked further down the beach. There was no sign of anyone or anything other than sand, palm
trees, and the ocean ahead. He sighed, and then walked over to Mia.“This whole situation has
put me into such a strange mood.” She smiled at him, and then stepped in close, whispering into
his ear. “Your mom would throw a fit if she knew what I did to you.”Luke was silent for a moment.
A heavy burden hung over his heart, and thinking about his mom and his sister only made it
harder to deal with. Mia picked up on his mood shift, and rubbed his shoulder.“Sweetie, it will be
fine,” she said. “I’m sure that they washed up on the shore just like we did. We just have to find
them.”Luke nodded, and then started walking down the beach.“You’re right,” he said. “We should
get going.”He headed down the beach, and Mia followed him. Both of them had foregone their
shoes in favor of walking barefoot. Their feet continued to sink into the hot sand with every step,



but it felt good, and reminded Luke that at the very least, they were on dry ground.They made
small talk about their lives back in the United States as they went. Mia had a degree in
philosophy, but had done little with it after leaving college. She worked fulltime as a stewardess,
and from the way she spoke and words she used to describe it, Luke could tell that she hated it.
Luke brought up his own academic life, and he could tell from the look on Mia’s face that she
was a little surprised by just how young he was.“So wait, you’re still in high school?” Mia looked
at him incredulously, as if she was hoping that he was lying or exaggerating.“Yep. I just turned
18, and am headed into the last semester of my senior year.”“Oh wow…Well, I guess it’s too late
for me to judge you on that now.” Mia’s long black hair was mostly dry, and she ran her fingers
through it and pulled it behind her.Luke heard a noise from up ahead, something that stood out
from the crashing of the waves and the calls of the insects and birds in the jungle. He walked
faster, and then broke into a run as he rounded a bend on the beach and saw two people that he
recognized on the shore in the distance.“Mom! Jen!” Luke was sprinting as fast as he could as
he made his way over to his beloved family members. Jen ran to meet him, and threw herself
onto her brother, hugging him tightly and laughing hysterically.“Luke! You’re okay! This is a
miracle!” Jen had tears of happiness streaming down her face, and Luke jumped up and down
on the sand with her, elated by the turn of events.He glanced over Jen’s shoulders at his mom,
and felt his face flush hot red. Tessa had not moved to greet him, and after taking one look at
her, he could immediately see why. His mom was smiling at him, but also blushing fiercely. She
was completely naked, and making a rather poor and strangely arousing attempt to preserve her
modesty, covering her boobs and crotch with her hands.“I’m so happy that you’re alive, sweetie,”
she said. “I can’t get up though…My clothes, the waves washed them away.”“Oh uh, that’s fine,
mom.” Luke suddenly felt incredibly awkward. He realized that his cock was getting
embarrassingly hard at the scene, and it pushed against his sister’s body, still tight against him.“I
made it, too,” said Mia. “Don’t worry, Tess. We’ll figure something out to get you covered up.”“Mia!
Oh, this is better than I could have hoped for!” Tessa stood up, and Luke got a quick, illicit glance
of her breasts. Jen coughed loudly and elbowed him, and he forced himself to turn away before
getting a chance to see anything more.“Have the two of you seen anyone else from the plane?”
Mia asked. Luke stared into the jungle and tried to keep his hormones under control, and his
mind off the fact that his naked mother was just feet away from him. All he had to do was turn
around, and he could see her, in all of her forbidden, exposed naked glory.“No, we haven’t,” said
Jen. “I just found my mom a couple of minutes ago. I…I saw some of the people go down with it…
into the ocean.”“Wait, what do you mean?” Luke was finally unable to resist turning around,
joining the conversation and letting his eyes get a glimpse of Tessa. She was still naked and only
barely managing to hold her big tits in check inside of an arm bra, but Mia and Jen had
positioned themselves in front of her, mostly obscuring his view.“Luke…The plane broke in half,”
she said. “The section that I was in was upside down when it hit the water. I thought I was the
only one who managed to get out before it flooded.”“I saw you go,” said Tessa. “I wanted you to
survive, so badly, that I didn’t ask for help. Luckily I was right near where the body of the plane



had split. I made it out, and I think a couple of other women might have to, but I didn’t see them
when I reached the surface.”Nobody said anything for a minute. Luke felt strangely responsible
for the group, as if it was up to him to come up with a plan and keep their spirits up. He was the
only guy there, and while it normally made no difference, the way his mom and the other girls
were looking at him made him feel like it was time for him to start working out what they were
going to do.“We need to figure out where we are, and where a rescue would be coming from,” he
said. “We were headed over the pacific when we went down…so we should build a big signal fire
on the eastern side of the island.”“I still have my phone!” Jen jumped up and held something high
above her head, and for a moment, Luke felt hope begin to manifest inside his chest. “It’s still
working, or at least, it turned on.”She stared at it for a moment, and the rest of the group was
dead silent. Jen tapped on the screen, and then held it up to her ear. After a couple of seconds,
she shook her head and let out a defeated sigh.“Nothing,” she said. “It’s weird, though…It’s
acting different from how it usually does when there is no service.”“Here, let me see it.” Tessa
reached out to take the phone from Jen, and Luke felt his eyes locking onto her, devouring every
inch of nudity that they could find. He felt guilty, even more so than when he would usually sneak
peeks at his mom, and knew it was because of the dire severity of the situation.“Here, listen,”
said Jen. “Can you hear that static sound over the speaker? It doesn’t make sense that a cell
phone would ever do something like that.”“Just turn it off for now, and keep it safe,” said Luke.
“Maybe something is interfering with the signal? In any case, we can try again later, but only if
you keep it off and the battery holds its charge.”Jen nodded, and took the phone back from
Tessa. Luke looked around on the beach, scanning the surf for any sign of driftwood, or anything
else they could use as effective fire starting material, but didn’t see much.“I think we might have
to head further into the jungle,” he said. “We can’t stay here if we want to improve our chances of
being found.”“I like your idea of starting a fire, sweetie, but don’t you think the foliage of the
jungle would make it impossible for a plane to spot us?” Tessa gestured to the jungle,
inadvertently flashing more of her cleavage at Luke. “Maybe we should just wait here, and see
what happens. Rescue could already be on the way.”“No, your son is right, Tess.” Mia walked
over to Luke and put a hand on his chest, smiling in a devilish, secretive way. “We should listen
to him, and take a look in the jungle. We’ll need dry kindling in order to start a smoke fire, and
even if we find some driftwood on the shore, most of it is going to be wet.”“Mom, do you want to
wait here?” asked Jen, stepping in close to her mother. “We will probably find some clothes
washed up from the plane, eventually.”“No sweetie, it’s fine.” Tessa was still blushing, but she had
a resolved smile on her face. “I’m not going to let my own embarrassment keep me from helping
everyone out. And Luke…”She gestured with her fingers for him to come over, still keeping her
arm locked against her breasts and her hand tight against her crotch.“I am so happy that you’re
alive, honey.” Tessa kissed him on the cheek. “I want to give you a hug, if you aren’t too weirded
out by having your naked mom’s body up against you, that is…”“No mom, of course not.” Luke’s
cock was already hard as he reached his arms out and wrapped them against his mom. She
pushed her body against him quickly, doing her best to hide her nudity by letting it push flat onto



his chest.It felt incredible, and Luke’s lower half did its best to convince him to prolong the hug
for as long as possible. His mom’s body was so soft, and so naked. Fire shot through his nerve
endings, making him tingle with pleasure and longing.“I was so sure that you were lost to the
ocean, honey,” whispered Tessa. “My sweet baby boy, I’m glad beyond words that you’re
alive.”“I’m glad too mom,” he said. “We’re so lucky, and it was so hard for me to think about losing
you.”“Alright, alright, any longer and this is going to get really strange.” Mia walked over and
jokingly separated the two of them. Luke tried not to look at his mom as she backed away, and
tried not to feel guilty and ashamed for wanting to.“We should get moving,” said Jen. “The sun
isn’t going to be out forever.”CHAPTER 3“What did you see when the plane went down?”Luke
was pulling his jeans back on, and looked over at Mia. She had clasped her bra and was
wiggling into her tight stewardess outfit.“Well, other than you and your, uh, hard problem…not all
that much.” Mia smiled at him. Luke was starting to get the sense that she enjoyed teasing him,
or more accurately put, torturing him.“It felt like the plane just ripped into a bunch of pieces,” said
Luke. “How can something like that happen? Aren’t there tests that are done before takeoff for
this kind of thing?”“Of course there are!” Mia glared at him, as though she had taken his
comment personally. Luke met her gaze, and then felt his eyes being drawn down to her breasts,
which were dotted with cute, pink nipples that were still visible through the wet fabric of her bra.“I
mean, I just want to understand what happened,” said Luke. “It didn’t feel like I even fell for that
long before I hit the water…and the plane, it was in the air for less than an hour, right? How are
we this far out in the ocean?”“Well if we can find the pilot, I’m sure you can ask him what’s going
on,” said Mia. She pulled on her top, and then dusted sand off her skirt.Luke pulled on his own
shirt, and then looked further down the beach. There was no sign of anyone or anything other
than sand, palm trees, and the ocean ahead. He sighed, and then walked over to Mia.“This
whole situation has put me into such a strange mood.” She smiled at him, and then stepped in
close, whispering into his ear. “Your mom would throw a fit if she knew what I did to you.”Luke
was silent for a moment. A heavy burden hung over his heart, and thinking about his mom and
his sister only made it harder to deal with. Mia picked up on his mood shift, and rubbed his
shoulder.“Sweetie, it will be fine,” she said. “I’m sure that they washed up on the shore just like
we did. We just have to find them.”Luke nodded, and then started walking down the
beach.“You’re right,” he said. “We should get going.”He headed down the beach, and Mia
followed him. Both of them had foregone their shoes in favor of walking barefoot. Their feet
continued to sink into the hot sand with every step, but it felt good, and reminded Luke that at the
very least, they were on dry ground.They made small talk about their lives back in the United
States as they went. Mia had a degree in philosophy, but had done little with it after leaving
college. She worked fulltime as a stewardess, and from the way she spoke and words she used
to describe it, Luke could tell that she hated it. Luke brought up his own academic life, and he
could tell from the look on Mia’s face that she was a little surprised by just how young he was.“So
wait, you’re still in high school?” Mia looked at him incredulously, as if she was hoping that he
was lying or exaggerating.“Yep. I just turned 18, and am headed into the last semester of my



senior year.”“Oh wow…Well, I guess it’s too late for me to judge you on that now.” Mia’s long
black hair was mostly dry, and she ran her fingers through it and pulled it behind her.Luke heard
a noise from up ahead, something that stood out from the crashing of the waves and the calls of
the insects and birds in the jungle. He walked faster, and then broke into a run as he rounded a
bend on the beach and saw two people that he recognized on the shore in the distance.“Mom!
Jen!” Luke was sprinting as fast as he could as he made his way over to his beloved family
members. Jen ran to meet him, and threw herself onto her brother, hugging him tightly and
laughing hysterically.“Luke! You’re okay! This is a miracle!” Jen had tears of happiness streaming
down her face, and Luke jumped up and down on the sand with her, elated by the turn of
events.He glanced over Jen’s shoulders at his mom, and felt his face flush hot red. Tessa had
not moved to greet him, and after taking one look at her, he could immediately see why. His mom
was smiling at him, but also blushing fiercely. She was completely naked, and making a rather
poor and strangely arousing attempt to preserve her modesty, covering her boobs and crotch
with her hands.“I’m so happy that you’re alive, sweetie,” she said. “I can’t get up though…My
clothes, the waves washed them away.”“Oh uh, that’s fine, mom.” Luke suddenly felt incredibly
awkward. He realized that his cock was getting embarrassingly hard at the scene, and it pushed
against his sister’s body, still tight against him.“I made it, too,” said Mia. “Don’t worry, Tess. We’ll
figure something out to get you covered up.”“Mia! Oh, this is better than I could have hoped for!”
Tessa stood up, and Luke got a quick, illicit glance of her breasts. Jen coughed loudly and
elbowed him, and he forced himself to turn away before getting a chance to see anything
more.“Have the two of you seen anyone else from the plane?” Mia asked. Luke stared into the
jungle and tried to keep his hormones under control, and his mind off the fact that his naked
mother was just feet away from him. All he had to do was turn around, and he could see her, in
all of her forbidden, exposed naked glory.“No, we haven’t,” said Jen. “I just found my mom a
couple of minutes ago. I…I saw some of the people go down with it…into the ocean.”“Wait, what
do you mean?” Luke was finally unable to resist turning around, joining the conversation and
letting his eyes get a glimpse of Tessa. She was still naked and only barely managing to hold her
big tits in check inside of an arm bra, but Mia and Jen had positioned themselves in front of her,
mostly obscuring his view.“Luke…The plane broke in half,” she said. “The section that I was in
was upside down when it hit the water. I thought I was the only one who managed to get out
before it flooded.”“I saw you go,” said Tessa. “I wanted you to survive, so badly, that I didn’t ask
for help. Luckily I was right near where the body of the plane had split. I made it out, and I think a
couple of other women might have to, but I didn’t see them when I reached the surface.”Nobody
said anything for a minute. Luke felt strangely responsible for the group, as if it was up to him to
come up with a plan and keep their spirits up. He was the only guy there, and while it normally
made no difference, the way his mom and the other girls were looking at him made him feel like it
was time for him to start working out what they were going to do.“We need to figure out where we
are, and where a rescue would be coming from,” he said. “We were headed over the pacific
when we went down…so we should build a big signal fire on the eastern side of the island.”“I still



have my phone!” Jen jumped up and held something high above her head, and for a moment,
Luke felt hope begin to manifest inside his chest. “It’s still working, or at least, it turned on.”She
stared at it for a moment, and the rest of the group was dead silent. Jen tapped on the screen,
and then held it up to her ear. After a couple of seconds, she shook her head and let out a
defeated sigh.“Nothing,” she said. “It’s weird, though…It’s acting different from how it usually
does when there is no service.”“Here, let me see it.” Tessa reached out to take the phone from
Jen, and Luke felt his eyes locking onto her, devouring every inch of nudity that they could find.
He felt guilty, even more so than when he would usually sneak peeks at his mom, and knew it
was because of the dire severity of the situation.“Here, listen,” said Jen. “Can you hear that static
sound over the speaker? It doesn’t make sense that a cell phone would ever do something like
that.”“Just turn it off for now, and keep it safe,” said Luke. “Maybe something is interfering with the
signal? In any case, we can try again later, but only if you keep it off and the battery holds its
charge.”Jen nodded, and took the phone back from Tessa. Luke looked around on the beach,
scanning the surf for any sign of driftwood, or anything else they could use as effective fire
starting material, but didn’t see much.“I think we might have to head further into the jungle,” he
said. “We can’t stay here if we want to improve our chances of being found.”“I like your idea of
starting a fire, sweetie, but don’t you think the foliage of the jungle would make it impossible for a
plane to spot us?” Tessa gestured to the jungle, inadvertently flashing more of her cleavage at
Luke. “Maybe we should just wait here, and see what happens. Rescue could already be on the
way.”“No, your son is right, Tess.” Mia walked over to Luke and put a hand on his chest, smiling in
a devilish, secretive way. “We should listen to him, and take a look in the jungle. We’ll need dry
kindling in order to start a smoke fire, and even if we find some driftwood on the shore, most of it
is going to be wet.”“Mom, do you want to wait here?” asked Jen, stepping in close to her mother.
“We will probably find some clothes washed up from the plane, eventually.”“No sweetie, it’s fine.”
Tessa was still blushing, but she had a resolved smile on her face. “I’m not going to let my own
embarrassment keep me from helping everyone out. And Luke…”She gestured with her fingers
for him to come over, still keeping her arm locked against her breasts and her hand tight against
her crotch.“I am so happy that you’re alive, honey.” Tessa kissed him on the cheek. “I want to give
you a hug, if you aren’t too weirded out by having your naked mom’s body up against you, that
is…”“No mom, of course not.” Luke’s cock was already hard as he reached his arms out and
wrapped them against his mom. She pushed her body against him quickly, doing her best to
hide her nudity by letting it push flat onto his chest.It felt incredible, and Luke’s lower half did its
best to convince him to prolong the hug for as long as possible. His mom’s body was so soft,
and so naked. Fire shot through his nerve endings, making him tingle with pleasure and
longing.“I was so sure that you were lost to the ocean, honey,” whispered Tessa. “My sweet baby
boy, I’m glad beyond words that you’re alive.”“I’m glad too mom,” he said. “We’re so lucky, and it
was so hard for me to think about losing you.”“Alright, alright, any longer and this is going to get
really strange.” Mia walked over and jokingly separated the two of them. Luke tried not to look at
his mom as she backed away, and tried not to feel guilty and ashamed for wanting to.“We should



get moving,” said Jen. “The sun isn’t going to be out forever.”CHAPTER 4Luke led the group a
further down the beach, opposite the direction that he and Mia had approached from before. The
jungle vegetation was incredibly dense, and it created an almost impassable wall of vines and
trees that they couldn’t effectively traverse.It was hard for him to not think about just what a
strange turn of fate the crash had been. He had been so eager for the vacation with Jen and his
mom, and happy to spend time alone with them, outside of their regular ways. In a very
unusually fashion, he was getting just that, but under circumstances that were far more serious
than lounging in an ocean side hotel in Fiji.“That looks like a bag up ahead!” Jen pointed to a
small lump on the edge of the shore that was being pushed forward by wave after wave. She ran
over to it, and then waved to the rest of them.“Mom, you are in luck!” she announced. “There are
clothes in here!”Luke felt his emotions shift from surprise, to disappointment at his mom’s stretch
of baring it all coming to an end, to feeling like a horny asshole for thinking like that in the first
place.“This is great, honey,” said Tessa, as she rifled through the suitcase and selected some of
the clothing. “It all looks pretty small, though. And the style…well, let’s just say I wouldn’t be
caught dead in this stuff back home.”Tessa faced away from Luke as she put the garments on.
She didn’t end up covering much more of herself than the bare essentials, which Luke, again,
took a guilty pleasure in seeing.The clothes she had picked out were a pair of tight jean shorts
and a low cut pink halter top that looked to be at least a size too small for her. Tessa’s big,
voluptuous breasts strained against the fabric, and even though she was now dressed, there
was still more than enough cleavage on display to keep Luke in a state of ashamed
arousal.“There is some other stuff around here,” said Mia. “Take a look!”She pointed out into the
ocean, about twenty or thirty feet from the edge of the beach. A brown suitcase was bobbing
above the surface of the water.“I’ll get it,” said Luke. “It could have something useful in it.”He
swam out the short distance to grab it, and brought it back to the group’s spot on the beach. It
opened easily, and what he found inside surpassed anything he could have hoped for.The
suitcase appeared to be someone’s emergency survival bag, complete with a first aid kit, fire
starting equipment, water purification tablets, and most impressively, a sharp metal hatchet with
a leather wrapped handle. Luke pulled it out slowly, testing the weight and heft of it before
slipping it into his belt loop.“This is amazing,” he said. “We should give our thanks to whichever
paranoid person decided to take this on the plane with them.”“Correction: whichever smart
person decided to.” Jen took a look at the first aid kit, and then put everything back and closed
the lid. “I’ll carry this, for now. It’s kind of heavy though…we should find somewhere to make
camp where we can keep it safe.”“Yeah, good idea,” said Luke.With the hatchet in hand, he was
able to make short work of most of the vines and vegetation blocking their way. Luke led the girls
forward, cutting a path through the jungle as they went. The foliage only grew thicker and
tougher as they progressed further in, with the leaves and vines of the higher canopy blocking
out a moderate amount of the sun’s light and giving the jungle a shadowy look.“Are you sure it’s
safe in here, Luke?” asked Tessa. “What about poisonous insects? Or snakes? Or bigger
animals?”“We’ll just have to deal with them as we find them,” he replied. “I haven’t seen anything



yet that looks dangerous. Just watch out for brightly colored things, I remember hearing that they
tend to be the poisonous ones.”He continued forward, slicing through plants and stopping every
few minutes to listen for any signs of life. What Luke wanted to hear were the sounds of other
humans, either other passengers washed up on the shore, or even indigenous, tribal types, who
might be willing to help them.There were no noises in the air beyond the chirping of insects and
the calls of birds, along with the ever present crash and fade of the ocean. Luke was surprised
by how unnerved he was by it. The constant hum of cars and life back home was something he
had accepted as a fact of life.“Well, it’s not Fiji, but of all the places we could have crash
landed…” Jen had made her way up next to him and was hanging onto the back of his left
shoulder. “It’s not half bad.”“Let’s focus on getting rescued before we start gushing about how
clean the air is,” said Luke.He cut through another curtain of vines, and behind it was a large
rock, jutting up and out of the ground about seven or eight feet. Luke walked over to it, found a
couple of solid hand grips, and hoisted himself up.“Can you see anything from up there,
sweetie?” asked Tessa.Luke shielded his view from the sun with his hand and looked further into
the jungle, noticing a spot only about a hundred feet away that was free of vegetation and right at
the base of a cliff. Even more exciting was the small, crystal clear pool of water a couple feet off
to the side.“Yeah.” He jumped down and landed next to the group. “There’s a place up ahead
where we can rest, at least for a minute.”Tessa and Mia smiled at him. Both of them looked
amazing, with a small layer of sweat developing on their skin from the hot sun that made their
breasts and curves look even more noticeable and seductive. Luke tried to focus on the task at
hand, and pushed forward deeper into the jungle.The clearing ended up being an even better
location than he could have hoped for. A small waterfall ran down off the cliff from above,
splashing into the water in an almost picturesque fashion. The pond was bigger up close, at least
a hundred feet across, and it looked deep enough to be up over his head at the center.“Oh wow,
this is perfect!” Mia ran forward and dipped her hands into the water.“Don’t drink any of it just
yet,” said Luke. “We should probably boil it first.”“Too late.” Mia giggled and then stuck her hands
back in. “It’s freshwater! This isn’t just a pond, this is life saver!”Luke took a closer look around
the area. There was jungle in three directions, with a steep cliff, at least a couple of hundred feet
high, fencing them in on the remaining side, nearest to the island’s center. The pond was clear of
heavy vegetation for about a hundred feet around its edge, which he found a little unusual.Luke
looked against the cliff, and saw something else that made his spirits lift up. Against the rock wall
was a small opening, about two feet wide and three feet high. He moved closer to it, and poked
his head inside.“Hello? Anybody home?” The sound of his voice echoed inside the hole. It was
completely dark, and though he was eager to see just how big it was, the thought of
encountering bats, or a snake, or any number of potentially hazardous creatures made him a
little nervous.CHAPTER 4Luke led the group a further down the beach, opposite the direction
that he and Mia had approached from before. The jungle vegetation was incredibly dense, and it
created an almost impassable wall of vines and trees that they couldn’t effectively traverse.It was
hard for him to not think about just what a strange turn of fate the crash had been. He had been



so eager for the vacation with Jen and his mom, and happy to spend time alone with them,
outside of their regular ways. In a very unusually fashion, he was getting just that, but under
circumstances that were far more serious than lounging in an ocean side hotel in Fiji.“That looks
like a bag up ahead!” Jen pointed to a small lump on the edge of the shore that was being
pushed forward by wave after wave. She ran over to it, and then waved to the rest of them.“Mom,
you are in luck!” she announced. “There are clothes in here!”Luke felt his emotions shift from
surprise, to disappointment at his mom’s stretch of baring it all coming to an end, to feeling like a
horny asshole for thinking like that in the first place.“This is great, honey,” said Tessa, as she
rifled through the suitcase and selected some of the clothing. “It all looks pretty small, though.
And the style…well, let’s just say I wouldn’t be caught dead in this stuff back home.”Tessa faced
away from Luke as she put the garments on. She didn’t end up covering much more of herself
than the bare essentials, which Luke, again, took a guilty pleasure in seeing.The clothes she
had picked out were a pair of tight jean shorts and a low cut pink halter top that looked to be at
least a size too small for her. Tessa’s big, voluptuous breasts strained against the fabric, and
even though she was now dressed, there was still more than enough cleavage on display to
keep Luke in a state of ashamed arousal.“There is some other stuff around here,” said Mia. “Take
a look!”She pointed out into the ocean, about twenty or thirty feet from the edge of the beach. A
brown suitcase was bobbing above the surface of the water.“I’ll get it,” said Luke. “It could have
something useful in it.”He swam out the short distance to grab it, and brought it back to the
group’s spot on the beach. It opened easily, and what he found inside surpassed anything he
could have hoped for.The suitcase appeared to be someone’s emergency survival bag,
complete with a first aid kit, fire starting equipment, water purification tablets, and most
impressively, a sharp metal hatchet with a leather wrapped handle. Luke pulled it out slowly,
testing the weight and heft of it before slipping it into his belt loop.“This is amazing,” he said. “We
should give our thanks to whichever paranoid person decided to take this on the plane with
them.”“Correction: whichever smart person decided to.” Jen took a look at the first aid kit, and
then put everything back and closed the lid. “I’ll carry this, for now. It’s kind of heavy though…we
should find somewhere to make camp where we can keep it safe.”“Yeah, good idea,” said
Luke.With the hatchet in hand, he was able to make short work of most of the vines and
vegetation blocking their way. Luke led the girls forward, cutting a path through the jungle as they
went. The foliage only grew thicker and tougher as they progressed further in, with the leaves
and vines of the higher canopy blocking out a moderate amount of the sun’s light and giving the
jungle a shadowy look.“Are you sure it’s safe in here, Luke?” asked Tessa. “What about
poisonous insects? Or snakes? Or bigger animals?”“We’ll just have to deal with them as we find
them,” he replied. “I haven’t seen anything yet that looks dangerous. Just watch out for brightly
colored things, I remember hearing that they tend to be the poisonous ones.”He continued
forward, slicing through plants and stopping every few minutes to listen for any signs of life. What
Luke wanted to hear were the sounds of other humans, either other passengers washed up on
the shore, or even indigenous, tribal types, who might be willing to help them.There were no



noises in the air beyond the chirping of insects and the calls of birds, along with the ever present
crash and fade of the ocean. Luke was surprised by how unnerved he was by it. The constant
hum of cars and life back home was something he had accepted as a fact of life.“Well, it’s not
Fiji, but of all the places we could have crash landed…” Jen had made her way up next to him
and was hanging onto the back of his left shoulder. “It’s not half bad.”“Let’s focus on getting
rescued before we start gushing about how clean the air is,” said Luke.He cut through another
curtain of vines, and behind it was a large rock, jutting up and out of the ground about seven or
eight feet. Luke walked over to it, found a couple of solid hand grips, and hoisted himself up.“Can
you see anything from up there, sweetie?” asked Tessa.Luke shielded his view from the sun with
his hand and looked further into the jungle, noticing a spot only about a hundred feet away that
was free of vegetation and right at the base of a cliff. Even more exciting was the small, crystal
clear pool of water a couple feet off to the side.“Yeah.” He jumped down and landed next to the
group. “There’s a place up ahead where we can rest, at least for a minute.”Tessa and Mia smiled
at him. Both of them looked amazing, with a small layer of sweat developing on their skin from
the hot sun that made their breasts and curves look even more noticeable and seductive. Luke
tried to focus on the task at hand, and pushed forward deeper into the jungle.The clearing ended
up being an even better location than he could have hoped for. A small waterfall ran down off the
cliff from above, splashing into the water in an almost picturesque fashion. The pond was bigger
up close, at least a hundred feet across, and it looked deep enough to be up over his head at the
center.“Oh wow, this is perfect!” Mia ran forward and dipped her hands into the water.“Don’t
drink any of it just yet,” said Luke. “We should probably boil it first.”“Too late.” Mia giggled and
then stuck her hands back in. “It’s freshwater! This isn’t just a pond, this is life saver!”Luke took a
closer look around the area. There was jungle in three directions, with a steep cliff, at least a
couple of hundred feet high, fencing them in on the remaining side, nearest to the island’s
center. The pond was clear of heavy vegetation for about a hundred feet around its edge, which
he found a little unusual.Luke looked against the cliff, and saw something else that made his
spirits lift up. Against the rock wall was a small opening, about two feet wide and three feet high.
He moved closer to it, and poked his head inside.“Hello? Anybody home?” The sound of his
voice echoed inside the hole. It was completely dark, and though he was eager to see just how
big it was, the thought of encountering bats, or a snake, or any number of potentially hazardous
creatures made him a little nervous.
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